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TM- IO03 14 
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
October 1987 Detonations were experienced in the Space 
Lyman Alpha SMMIUVSP Absolute Cali- Shuttle Main Engine fuel preburner (FPB) 
brut ion and Geocoronal Correction. Juan M. augmented spark igniter (ASI) during engine 
Fontenla and Edwin J .  Reichmann. Space cutoff. Several of these resulted in overpressures 
Science Laboratory. N88-12446 sufficient to damage the FPB AS1 oxidizer 
system. The detonations initiate in the FPB AS1 
Lyman alpha observations from the Ultravio- oxidizer line when residual oxidizer (oxygen) in 
I et Spec t ro met e r Po 1 a r  i met e r i n s t rii me nt o I' the 
So I ;ir M ;I x i m 11 m M i s s ion space c rii I t  have been 
ana I y zed and provide i n s t 1-11 men t a I c a 1 i bra t ion 
details. Specil'ic values o f  the instrument quantum 
e 1I.i c i e nc y , L y ni ;I n ;I I p h ;I ;i bso I 11 te i n t e n s i t y , and 
correction lOr geocoronal absorption are pre- 
sented. 
TM- IO03 I S  October 19x7 
I>evelopnient ol' Optical Modi11;itors l iw Meas- 
urements 01' Solw Mugnetic Fields - Center Direc- 
lor's I>iscrctionary Fund Final Report. E. A. 
West ancl  J .  E. Smith. Space Science Laboratory. 
NXX- I30 I6 
r .  I tic nicasurcnicnt 01' polarized light ;illows 
s o l ~  astiwionicrs to in1i.r what the magnetic I'ield 
is on the Sun. 'I'hc accuracy ol' those nieas- 
iircnients is clcpcnclent on the stuhlc retardation 
cliiiixtc r i s t ics o I' t he pol a r i za t ion mod 11 I ators used 
to ni i 11 i ni izc the at mospheric eI'l.ects that are seen 
in grouncl-basecl ohscrvat ions. This report 
tlcscribes the work by the Spuce Science Lubora- 
lory at Marshall Space Flight Center ;IS part ol'the 
Cc ti ter I > i  rcc t or's Di scrct ionary Fund t o  i niprove 
IWO types 01' polarization modulators. As ;I result 
ol' this prograin. the timing characteristics for 
both clcctrooptic crystals (KD"'Ps) and liquid 
crystal devices (LCDs) have been studied and wilt 
be used to enhance the capabilities ol' the MSFC 
Vector Magnetograph. 
TM- 1003 I6 December I987 
Space Shuttle Main Engine Fuel Preburner 
Augmented Spark Igniter Shutdown Detona- 
tions. C. E. Dexter and T.  D. McCay. 
Propulsion Laboratory. X88- IO I28 
the line mixes with backtlowing fuel (hydrogen) 
and detonates. This report reviews the damage 
history to the FPB AS1 oxidizer system, an 
engineering ussessnient of the problem cause. a 
verit'ication of the niechanisnis, the hazards 
associated with the detonations, and the solution 
implemented . 
TM- 1003 I 7 December 1987 
Cellular Solidification in a Monotectic 
System - Center Director's Discretionary 
Fund Final Report. W. F. Kaukler and P. A. 
Curreri. Space Science Laboratory. 
N88- I5027 
Siiccinonitrile-glycerol. SN-G, transparent 
organic monotectic alloy is studied with particular 
attention t o  cellular growth. The phase diagram is 
determined. near the monotectic composition, 
with greater accuracy than previous studies. A 
solidification interface stability diagram is deter- 
mined for planar growth. The planar-to-cellular 
transition is compared to predictions from the 
Burton. Primm. Schlichter theory. A new tech- 
nique for determining the solute segregation by 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy is 
developed. Proposed models that involve the 
cellular interface for alignment of monotectic 
second-phase spheres or rods are compared with 
observation. 
TM-100318 October 1987 
FY 1987 Scientific and Technical Reports, 
Articles, Papers. and Presentations. 
Compiled by Joyce E. Turner. Management 
Operations Office. N88- I6578 
NASA TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM 
This document presents formal NASA tech- 
nical reports, papers published in technical jour- 
nals, and presentations by MSFC personnel in FY 
87. I t  also includes papers of MSFC contractors. 
After being announced in STAR, all of the 
NASA series reports may be obtained from the 
National Technical Information Service, 5285 
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22 161. 
The information in this report may be of 
value to the scientific and engineering community 
in determining what information has been pub- 
lished and what is available. 
TM- 1003 19 February I988 
An Analysis o f  Penetration and Ricochet 
Phenomena in Oblique Hypervelocity Im- 
pact. William P. Schonberg, Roy A. Taylor, 
and Jennifer R. Horn. Materials and 
Processes Laboratory. N88- 18004 
This report describes the results of an experi- 
mental investigation of phenomena associated 
with the oblique hypervelocity impact of spherical 
projectiles on multi-sheet aluminum structures. A 
model that can be employed in the design of 
meteoroid and space debris protection systems for 
space structures is developed. The model consists 
of equations that relate crater and perforation 
damage of a multi-sheet structure to parameters 
such as projectile size, impact velocity, and 
trajectory obliquity. The equations are obtained 
through a regression analysis of oblique hyper- 
velocity impact test data. This data shows that the 
response of a multi-sheet structure to oblique im- 
pact is significantly different from its response to 
normal hypervelocity impact. It was found that 
obliquely incident projectiles produce ricochet 
debris that can severely damage panels or 
instrumentation located on the exterior of a space 
structure. Obliquity effects of high-speed impact 
must, therefore, be considered in the design of 
any structure exposed to the meteoroid and space 
debris environment. 
TM- 100320 February 1988 
Emulating a Flexible Space Structure: 
Modeling. H. B. Waites, S. C. Rice, and V.  
L. Jones. Structures and Dynamics Labora- 
tory. NX8-16812 
Control Dynamics, in conjunction with 
Marshall Space Flight Center, has participated in 
the modeling and testing of Flexible Space Struc- 
tures I’or the past several years. Through the series 
of configurations tested and the many techniques 
used for collecting, analyzing, and modeling the 
data; many valuable insights have been gained 
and important lessons learned. This  paper clis- 
cusses the background ol’ the Large Space Struc- 
t ure program, Control D y n am i cs ’ i n vol vc men t i n 
testing and modeling 01‘ the conl’igurations (espe- 
cially the ACES contigurution). the results I’rom 
these two processes, and insights gained I’rom this 
work. 
T M -  I0032 I Fehi-uury I O X X  
Co\t El‘l’ective Development o f  a Nut ionul  
Te\t Bed. H .  B .  Waite\, V .  L. Jone4. and S.  
M .  Seltzer. Structure\ m d  I>yniunic\ Lahor- 
atory. NXX- 195x5 
For several years, the Marhhall Spucc Flight 
Center has pursued the coordinated clevclopmcnt 
of  a Large Space Structures (LSS) Nutionul Test 
Bed I‘or the investigation 01’ numerous technical 
issues involved in the use 01’ LSS in  space. ‘Ihis 
paper describes the origins 01’ this devclopmcnt, 
the current status 01’ the various test facilities and 
the plans laid down Ihr the next five years’ activi- 
ties. Particular emphasis o n  the control and struc- 
tural interaction issues has been paid so l.;ir: how- 
ever, immediately emerging are user :ipplications 
(such as the proposed pinhole occulter I‘iicility). In 
the immediate future, such emerging technologies 
as smart robots and multibody interactions will be 
studied. These areas are covered in this report. 
TM-100322 March 1988 
Test Res u Its o f  H i g h - Vo I t age, H i g h - Power , 
Solid-state Remote Power Controllers. 
Yvette Binford Johnson and Robert E. 
2 
Y 
Kapustka. Information and Electronic Sys- 
tems Laboratory. N88-23085 
This report discusses the results of testing 
high-voltage, high-power, solid-state remote 
power controllers (RPC) using RPC’s designed 
and built by John C. Sturman at the Lewis 
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio, and utilizing 
the Autonomously Managed Power Systems 
(AMPS) breadboardhest facility. These test 
results are used to determine usefulness of the 
RPC’s for future applications in high voltage 
Direc t-Curren t space power. 
TM- I00324 March 1988 
Analysis of Contamination Data Recorded 
by the IECM Camera/Photometer. K .  Stuart 
Clifton and Carl M .  Benson. Space Science 
Laboratory. N88-2 I246 
The Camera/Photometer was one of ten 
instruments comprising the Induced Environment 
Contamination Monitor (IECM) developed to 
monitor the contamination about the space shuttle 
Orbiter during early shuttle missions. This experi- 
ment consisted of two motion picture cameras, 
integrating photometers, and associated electro- 
nics enclosed in pressurized canisters and separa- 
ted by 40 cm in order to make stereoscopic 
observation of particulates. The objectives of the 
experiment were t o  record the occurrence o f  parti- 
culates and to determine their velocities, sizes, 
and origins, as well as to measure the background 
brightness due to unresolved particles. Particle 
tracks were detected on over 1,800 data frames 
recorded during continuous operations throughout 
STS-2, -3, -4, and -9. This report discusses the 
analysis techniques employed in reducing the 
subsequent results, with an emphasis placed on 
particle size and velocity data. I t  also describes 
the operation of the overall experiment and some 
of the results obtained. 
TM- 100325 March 1988 
Analysis of the Performance of the Space 
Ultravacuum Research Facility in Attached 
and Free-Flyer Mode. Robert J .  Naumann. 
Space Science Laboratory. N88-26387 
The old concept of using the wake of a 
spacecraft to obtain an ultrahigh vacuum is revi- 
sited with a somewhat different emphasis. Since it 
is possible to configure a wake shield so that a 
surface of interest does not subtend any walls that 
could become contaminated, it appears that it 
should be possible to achieve a contamination- 
free, ultrahigh vacuum capability with infinite 
pumping speed even in the presence of high heat 
loads and moderate gas loads. With the new 
interest in developing thin films with precision 
controlled synthetic microstructures such as 
superlattices, mixed metal oxide high temperature 
superconductors, rare-Earth magneto-optical 
devices, and nano-crystalline alloys, the ability to 
work with a variety of different materials without 
cross contamination should be of significant 
importance. This paper analyzes the performance 
of the conceptual design for a Space Ultravacuum 
Research Facility (SURF), both in a Shuttle- 
attached mode and as a free-flyer. I t  is shown that 
even in the Shuttle-attached mode, it should be 
possible to obtain vacuum levels equivalent to 
IO-“’ Torr with 0 and N2 as the primary con- 
stituents. This should be sufficient to demonstrate 
the feasibility of the concept, particularly the 
infinite pumping speed and virtual elimination of 
contamination aspects. As a free-flyer the SURF 
will be limited primarily by the gas load asso- 
ciated with the process being performed. For 
chemical beam epitaxy (CBE) it is shown that 
equivalent vacuum levels of Torr should be 
possible at 300 km. 
TM- 100326 April 1988 
LEWIS 2 - A Propulsion Design Program for 
Required Thrust at Minimum Pressure. Wal- 
ter W. Brandon. Program Development 
Directorate. X88- I0287 
This report describes the use of the NASA- 
LEWIS Chemical Equilibrium Program to design 
3 
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rocket nozzles I'or the minimum pressure con- 
sistent with specified values 01' nozzle exit diame- 
ter. combustion-gas flow rate. and v;ici~uni 
specific impulse. Since the latter two quantities 
are the components of vacuum thrust, purametric 
studies of constant-thrust conditions may also be 
made. Although the computer implementation 
employed is described in an appendix, necessary 
calculations can also be made with an iterative 
method requiring no computer capability beyond 
that of running the NASA-LEWIS program itself. 
This iteration is also described in an appendix. 
The procedure developed was originally 
programmed on ;I CDC 760 computer under the 
designation MINPRESS. The procedure has now 
been programmed on the VAX computer at 
Marshall Space Flight Center as LEWIS 2. Both 
versions generate tables of nozzle expansion and 
pressure ratios so that the tabular inputs described 
in this documentation are not required. 
Application of the LEWIS 2 program to the 
parametric design of possible liquid booster alter- 
natives to the solid boosters of the Space Shuttle 
is illustrated in Appendix V .  
TM- 100329 April 1988 
Effects of Natural Environment on First 
Generation Solid Rocket Booster Thermal 
Protection System Materials. D. D. Webb. 
Materials and Processes Laboratory. 
N88-24 1 13 
This report summarizes the effort to demon- 
strate, by real-time exposure, the effects of the 
natural environment at Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida, upon the Thermal Protection System 
(TPS) of the Solid Rocket Booster (SRB), and to 
verify that the overall SRB TPS configuration 
meets all requirements for resistance to the con- 
ditions associated with outdoor weathering, in- 
cluding: ( I )  solar radiation, (2) temperature, (3) 
humidity, (4) precipitation, (5) wind, (6) sand/ 
dust abrasion, (7) static electricity, (8) salt spray, 
(9) fungus, and (10) atmospheric oxidants. 
The evaluation criterion for this project was 
based upon flatwise tensile properties, visual in- 
spection, color change, and thermal performance. 
Based upon the evaluation of the changes in these 
properties, i t  is concluded that properly applied 
and topcoat-protected TPS can satisfactorily with- 
stand the conditions of the natural environment at 
KSC for exposures up to six months. 
TM- 100330 May 1988 
Carbon-Carbon Technology (CCT) Sensiti- 
vity Study for PAM-D Nozzle. Henry Lee. 
Structures and Dynamics Laboratory. 
X88- I0288 
c 
This report relates the analytical sensitivity 
studies accomplished on a carbon-carbon nozzle 
exit cone especially built and hot fired for NASA- 
MSFC under an engineering verification and tech- 
nology program. The analysis was performed 
using an incremental nonlinear axisymmetric con- 
tinuum element code developed explicitly to 
handle composite involute construction designs. 
Material and geometric parameters are varied. 
with the effect of these changes noted at several 
key structural locations along the carbon-carbon 
exit cone. 
TM- 10033 I June 1988 
Graphics Software Tool for VT Terminals 
(VTG R A PH ) . Carol ine Wang . lnforniat ion 
and Electronic Systems Laboratory. 
N88-24201 
VTGRAPH is a graphics software tool for 
using DEC/VT or VT compatible terminals. It 
allows the user to deal with computer environ- 
ments which use VT terminals for window 
management and graphics systems. 
VTGRAPH was developed using the Re'Gis 
Graphics set and it was written in FORTRAN 
language. I t  provides window management and 
PLOTIO-like package plus color or shade cap- 
ability. 
TM- 100332 June 1988 
Structural Margins Assessment Approach. 
Robert S .  Ryan. Structures and Dynamics 
Laboratory. N88-24672 
4 
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This document contains a general approach 
for structural design and verification used for 
determining the structural margins of the space 
vehicle elements under Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC) management. The Space Shuttle 
results and organization will be used as illus- 
trations lOr techniques discussed. Discussed are 
( I ) the system uiulyses perl.ormed o r  t o  be 
perl.ormed by and ( 2 )  clement analyses performed 
by MSFC iind their contractors. Analysis 
approaches i i n d  their veril’ication will be 
acldrcssed. ‘The Shuttle procedures are general i n  
nittiire and apply to other than Shuttle space 
ve h i c I C  s . 
‘I‘M IO0333 May 1988 
‘I’hc Inl’lucnce 01‘ Growth Rate on Fatigue 
l’ropert ics i n  ;I I l i  rec t ional l y Sol id i I’ied 
S 11 pera I Io y - Cent cr I> i rec t o r ‘  s Disc ret ioniiry 
Fund Final Report. M. H. McCay. I). 11. 
Schniiclt. W. I > .  Hamilton. W.  S .  Alter. and 
K. A. h r r .  Materials i ind Processes Labora- 
tory. XXX- I0357 
’I’hc n i ckc I - based s 11 peix I Io y MA R- 
M240( HI‘) w;is studied to dctcimine the cI’l.ect 01’ 
vai-ious gi-owth rates on the alloy‘s morphology 
and Ililigue properties. Increased growth rates i n  
the MAK-M240( HI‘) Imdiiccd ;I 11io1-c dendritic 
microstructure that w a s  expected to increase 
Ilitiguc l i lc .  t’vcn though the Wcibull :inalysis 
rcsults sliowecl ;I Ioiigcr chxictcristic life (q) l.or 
the I;ist rate. was much sm:illcr. thus indicating 
less piulictiihle I’atiguc properties. T h i s  was rela- 
tccl to t he i nc rc;is i ng c;i 1% i de and e 11 t ec t ic contents 
w i (ti i ncre;is i ng growth r;i te. 
‘IM- 100334 May I988 
Center Director’s Discretionary Fund Final 
Report. M. H. McCay, D. D. Schmidt. W. 
S .  Alter, W. D. Hamilton, and R. A .  Parr. 
M ;I te ri ;i I s ;I nd Processes La borator y . 
X88- IO358 
~ e ~ ~ t  GiltIllellt stUciy 01. M A R - M ~ W H ~ )  - 
The nickel-base superalloy MAR-M246( Hf) 
was studied to determine an alternate heat treat- 
nient that could enhance the alloy‘s morphology 
and fatigue properties by optimizing the solution 
and aging trestment variables. Several solution 
treatments and combinations of solution and 
aging treatments were studied and compared to 
the standard heat treatment tor beneficial changes 
in the y‘ and y-y‘ eutectic morphology. The 
microstructure was found t o  be more uniform 
when the solution treatment time was reduced to I 
hour at 122 I “C. The Weibull analysis performed 
on fatigue data results shows slightly improved 
Litigiie properties for this rediiced solution treat- 
ment o f  1 hour at I22 1 “C with standard aging. 
TM- 100335 May 1988 
Description o f  Graphics Translation 
Sol‘twure Between Integraph and Tektronix 
Systenis. Tom Rieckhol’f. Jeff Hixson, and 
Mark Covan. Propulsion Laboratory. 
N88-24202 
‘The requirement fhr Marshall Space Flight 
Center‘s Photo Analysis to use existing three- 
dinicnsional Intergraph graphic files on an exist- 
ing ’Tektronix 4 I29 three-dimensional graphics 
workstation and the unavailability of an off-the- 
shell‘ Intergraph to Tektronix translator required 
the development of such a translator. Using the 
output o f  Intergraph’s standard interchange 
1.0 rm ;I t con ve rte r. the t h ree-d i mens ion a 1 graph i c 
inlhrmation o f  Intergraph’s tiles are reformatted 
and compressed. The three-dimensional image is 
reconstructed using Tektronix’s software terminal 
interface graphic library (STI). 
TM- I00336 June 1988 
IPS Guidestar Selection for Stellar Mode 
(ASTRO). Larry Mullins and Lewis 
Wooten. Systems Analysis and Integration 
Laboratory. 
N88-27 I 8  1 
This report describes how guide stars are 
selected tor the Optical Sensor Package (OSP) for 
5 
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the Instrument Pointing System (IPS) when it  is 
operating in the stellar mode on the ASTRO mis- 
sions. I t  also describes how the objective loads 
are written and how the various roll angles are 
related; i.e., the celestial roll or position angle. 
the objective load roll angles, and the IPS gimbal 
angles. There is a brief description of how the IPS 
operates and its various inodes o f  operation; i.e., 
IDOP, IDIN, and OSPCAL. 
TM-100337 July 1988 
Modeling, Designing, and Simulating a 
Pointing Control System for Balloon-Borne 
Solar Experiments. W. D. Lightsey and M. 
E. Polites. Structures and Dynamics Labora- 
tory. 
N8X-28300 
A simplified model of a pointing control 
system for balloon-borne solar experiments is 
chosen. Equations o f  motion for this model are 
derived and a feedback control law is defined. A 
digital computer simulation ol’ the system is 
developed. Simulation results show l’avorable 
system response characteristics. 
TM-100338 August I988 
An Application of “High Authority/Low 
Authority Control” and “Positivity.” S .  M. 
Seltzer, D. Irwin. D. Tollison, and H .  B .  
Waites. Structures and Dynamics Labora- 
tory. 
Control Dynamics Company (CDy), in con- 
junction with NASA Marshall Space Flight Cen- 
ter (MSFC); has supported the U . S .  Air Force 
Wright Aeronautical Laboratory (AFWAL) in 
conducting an investigation of the implementation 
of several Department of Defense controls tech- 
niques. These techniques are to provide vibration 
suppression and precise attitude control for 
flexible space structures. AFWAL issued a con- 
tract t o  Control Dynamics to perform this effort 
under the Active Control Technique Evaluation 
for Spacecraft (ACES) Program. Dr. Henry B .  
Waites (MSFC) was the Principal Investigator. 
Dr. George B.  Doane I I J  (CDy) was the Program 
Manager, and Dr. R. Dennis Irwin (I’ormerly 
CDy, presently Ohio University) was the Project 
Leader. The “High Authority Control/Low 
Authority Control” (HAC/LAC) and “Positivity” 
con t ro I s tech n i q ue s , w h i c h we re c ti 1 t i  vat ed under 
the DARPA Active Control 01’ Space Structures 
(ACOSS) Program, were applied to a structural 
model 01’ the NASA/MSFC Ground Test Facility 
ACES conl’iguration. Mr. Danny K .  Tollison 
performed the HACiLAC evaluation, and MI-. 
Jeffrey Lucas perlimied the Positivity evnluation. 
The control system designs were accomplishecl, 
and linear post-itnalyses 01‘ the closed-loop sys- 
tems are provided. The control system designs 
take i n t o  account el’l’ects ol’ sampling and clclay in 
the control computer. Nonlinear simulation runs 
were used t o  verify the control system designs and 
implementations in the I’acility control computers. 
Finally, test results are given to vcrily operations 
01‘ t he  control systems in the test facility. 
TM- I00339 Augu\t I9XX 
NASA Mar\hull Space Flight Center Solar 
Obwrvatory Report - January-March I O X X .  
Jame\ E. Smith. Space Science Laboratory. 
This report provides ;I description 01’ the 
NASA Marshdl Space Flight Ccntcr’s Soliir Vec- 
tor Magnetograph Facility and gives ;I sitnini;iry 
0 1 ’  its observations ant1 clitia reduction cluring Jan- 
uary-March I O X X .  The systems {hilt 111ake up the 
I’acility ;ire ;I miignctogt.;lph telescope, ~1 H-illphLi 
telescope. a Questar telescope. ilnd ;I coniputer 
center. The data are represented by longitudinal 
contours w i t h ;iz i in u t h p I o t s . 
TM- I00340 September I 9 X X  
A Review 01’ Melt and Vapor Growth Tech- 
niques for Polydiacetylene Thin Films lor 
Nonlinear Optical Applications. B .  G.  Penn, 
A. Shields, and D. 0. Frazier. Space Sci- 
ence Laboratory. 
thin 
Methods for the growth 01’ polydiacetylene 
films by melt and vapor growth and their 
c 
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subsequent polymerization are summarized. 
Films with random orientations were obtained 
when glass or quartz were used as substrates in 
the vapor growth process. Oriented polydiacety- 
lene films were fabricated by the vapor deposition 
of diacetylene monomer onto oriented polydi- 
acetylene on a glass substrate and its subsequent 
polymerization by UV light. A method for the 
growth of oriented thin films by a melt-shear 
growth process as well as a method of film growth 
by seeded recrystallization from the melt between 
glass plates, that may be applied to the growth of 
polydiacetylene films, are described. Moreover, a 
method is presented for the fabrication of single 
crystal thin films of polydiacetylenes by irradia- 
tion of the surface of diacetylene single crystals to 
a depth between 100 and 2000 A. 
TM- 10034 1 September 1988 
A Preliminary Review of Organic Materials 
Single Crystal Growth by the Czochralski 
Technique. B. G.  Penn. A. W. Shields, and 
D. 0. Frazier. Space Science Laboratory. 
The growth of single crystals of organic 
compounds by the Czochralski method has been 
reviewed. From the literature, single crystals of 
benzil, a nonlinear optical material with a d ,  I 
value o f  I I .2 * 1.5 x d ,  I value of a quartz, has 
fewer dislocations than generally contained in 
Bridgman crystals. More perfect crystals were 
grown by repeated Czochralski growth. This con- 
sists of etching away the defect-containing por- 
tion o f  a Czochralski grown crystal and using it as 
a seed for further growth. Other compounds used 
to grow single crystals are benzophenone, 12- 
tricosanone (laurone), and salol. The physical 
properties, growth apparatus, and processing con- 
ditions presented in the literature are discussed. 
Moreover, some of the possible advantages of 
growing single crystals of organic compounds in 
microgravity to obtain more perfect crystals than 
o n  Earth are reviewed. 
TM- I00342 September 1988 
Power Quality Load Management for Large 
Spacecraft Electrical Power Systems. Louis 
F. Lo1 tar. Information and Electronic Sys- 
tems Laboratory. 
In December 1986, a Center Director’s Dis- 
cretionary Fund (CDDF) proposal was granted to 
study power system control techniques in large 
space electrical power systems. This paper 
presents the accomplishments in the area of power 
system control by power quality load 
management. In addition, information concerning 
the distortion problems in a 20 kHz ac power 
system is presented. 
TM-40 I4 September I987 
Analysis of the Bivariate Parameter Wind 
Differences Between Jimsphere and Wind- 
sonde. Michael Susko. Structures and 
Dynamics Laboratory. N88- I046 1 
The purpose of this report is to present an 
analysis of the bivariate parameter differences 
between the FPS- 16 RadadJimsphere and the 
Meteorological Sounding System (MSS) Wind- 
sonde. The Jimsphere is used as the standard to 
measure the ascent wind loads during the Space 
Shuttle launches at Kennedy Space Center, 
Florida, and the Windsonde is the backup system. 
In addition, in the report a discussion of the 
terrestrial environment (below 20 km) and a 
description of the Jimsphere and Windsonde wind 
sensors are given. Computation of the wind statis- 
tics from 64 paired Jimsphere and Windsonde 
balloon releases in support of 14 Space Shuttle 
launches shows good agreement between the two 
wind sensors. 
The computed difference values in m/s of the 
mean zonal wind (U) and mean meridional wind 
( V )  of the Jimsphere and Windsonde at 500 m in- 
tervals from the surface to 16 km shows good 
agreement between the wind components. The ( G )  
and (V) mean differences for the 64 paired obser- 
vations were 0.16 and 0.22 m/s, respectively, 
while the standard deviations of the mean dif- 
ferences of G and V were 1.38 and 1.73 m/s, 
respectively . 
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From the analysis o 1’ the bii i Id 11 p and back- 
ol’f data lor various scales 0 1  distance and the 
co m pari s o  t i  o I’ t tie c it in u 1 ;it i ve pe rce n t lreq lie n c y 
(CPF) versus wind speed change, it  is shown that 
the wind speed change lijr various scales of dis- 
3000. and SO00 tor the Jimsphere and Windsonde 
compare favorably . For example, the average alti- 
tude. where the greatest buildup occurred for all 
the scales of distances was at 10,427 m for the 
Jimsphere. 10.529 in for the Windsonde, and 
10,474 m for the Jimsphere/Windsonde pairs, a 
range of only 102 in. The S.D. of these 
parameters were 2999, 3029, and 3007 m, less 
than a 50  m difference. 
The variance difference of energy for the 
Power Spectral Density parameters for the u and v 
components of the Jimsphere and Windsonde was 
less than &0.02  m’/sec’. This showed very good 
agreement between the  Jimsphere Wind sensor 
and its backup, the Windsonde in the all- 
important variance parameter, the energy differ- 
ence between the Jimsphere and Windsonde at 
various w avenu m be rs or wave lengths. 
tances ( I l l )  100. 200. 400, 600, 800, 1000, 2000, 
TM-4035 March 1988 
Description of MSFC Engineering Photo- 
graphic Analysis. Jim Earle and Frank 
Williams. Propulsion Laboratory. 
N88- 18900 
Utilizing a background that includes 
development of basic launch and test photo- 
graphic coverage and analysis procedures, the 
MSFC Photographic Evaluation Group has built a 
field of experience that enables it to effectively 
satisfy MSFC’s engineering photographic analy- 
sis needs. Combining the basic soundness of reli- 
able, proven techniques of the past with the newer 
technical advances of computers and computer- 
related devices. the MSFC Photo Evaluation 
Group is in a position to continue to provide photo 
and video analysis service center-wide and 
NASA-wide to provide an improving photo 
analysis product to meet the photo evaluation 
needs of the future; and to provide new standards 
in the state-ol-the-art of photo analysis o f  
d y nani ic events . 
TM-4048 June 1988 
The SAMEX Vector Magnetograph - A 
Design Study for a Space-Based Solar Vec- 
tor Magnetograph. M. J .  Hagyard, G .  A .  
Gary, and E. A.  West. Space Science Labor- 
atory. 
N88-25424 
This report presents the results of a pre-phase 
A study performed by the Marshall Space Flight 
Center’s (MSFC) Solar Science Branch for the 
Air Force Geophysics Laboratory (AFGL) to 
develop a design concept for a space-based solar 
vector magnetograph and hydrogen-alpha tele- 
scope. As two o f  the three core instruments for 
the proposed AFGL Solar Activity Measurements 
Experiments (SAMEX) satellite, these instru- 
ments were designed to provide high-resolution 
observations of the solar magnetic field in the 
photosphere and chromosphere. The MSFC 
ground-based vector magnetograph served as the 
prototype for the space-based instrument. The 
primary scientific objective of the SAMEX mis- 
sion is to understand the role of the Sun’s mag- 
netic field in the physics of solar flares. This and 
other related objectives developed for the 
SAMEX niission imposed the following instru- 
mental requirements on the vector magnetograph: 
( I )  a temporal resolution of <5 niin, (2)  a field of 
view of 4.3 x 8.5 arc min to cover most active 
regions, (3) a spatial resolution of 0.5 arc sec, (4) 
a spectral range covering the wavelengths from 
524.3 to 525.4 nm, and ( 5 )  a polarimetric sensiti- 
vity of IO-‘ to measure the solar magnetic field 
with greater accuracy than has been done with any 
other system. The polarimetric accuracy of 
was obtained through the use of specially 
designed optical coatings on the fore-optics and 
the design of a unique polarimeter. To obtain 
observations of entire active regions with 0.5 arc 
sec spatial resolution in less than 5 min required 
the design of a large-array, charge coupled device 
8 
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(CCD) detector with parallel processing elec- 
tronics. This report discusses the SAMEX scien- 
tific objectives and presents the designs of the 
optics, polarimeter, spectral filters, and detector 
that are required to meet these objectives. The 
report also discusses the numerous trade-offs 
among spatial resolution. areal coverage. 
temporal resolution, spectral response. and 
telemetry that must be considered in achieving the 
design goa I s . S pacec r;i t‘t and m i ss ion 
require men t s and require men t s for  data reduction 
and analysis are also covered in the report. 
TM -4059 August I988 
The Marshall Space Flight Center KC- 135 
Microgravity Test Program for FYX4-86. 
Edited by K. E. Shurney. Associate Director 
for spuce Systems. NX8-28 I36 
Marshall Space Flight Center supported 
122.6 hours ot’ I‘light time in the KC- 1.15 aircraft 
based at Hlington Field. i n  Houston. Texas. from 
FYX4 through FYXO. During this period. I7 dit- 
lirent experiments were t’lown with several 
repeating o r  continitoits research. having ;iccumu- 
lated over IS54 parabolns. [luring these 
purabolas. there were various gravity levels I‘l-om 
near zero to 2 .2 .  The number 01’ hours and 
parabolas increased signi t’icantly over past years 
and testit’ies to the increasing interest i n  the KC- 
I35 aircra1.t usage. 
This report compiles the results ot’ tests by 
various L‘ x pt‘ r i men t e rs i ti the ni ic rograv i t  y ai rcra ft  
program at Marstiall Space Flight Center t.or this 
period. 
TM-4060 September 1988 
Wind Measurements by Electromagnetic 
Probes. Michael Susko. Structures and 
Dynamics Laboratory. 
The purpose ot’ this report is to present the 
e me rg i ng t ec h ti o I og y o 1‘ e I ec t rom a g ne t i c pro b i ng 
ot’ the atmosphere to measure winds used in space 
vehicle’s ascent winds load calculations. The fre- 
quency range, ;iltitiide. and resolution for the 
following probes are presented: lidars, microwave 
radars, and clear-air Doppler radars (popularly 
known as wind profilers). 
The electromagnetic probing of the atmo- 
sphere by clear-air radars and lasers is the new 
technology to supplement balloon-borne wind 
sensors which are used to determine ascent wind 
loads of space vehicles. The electromagnetic 
probes measure the wind velocity using the Dopp- 
ler effect. This is the radar technology used in 
MSFC‘s Radar Wind Profiler, and is similar to 
the technology used in conventional Doppler sys- 
tems except the frequency is generally lower, 
antenna is bigger, and dwell time is much longer. 
Designed tor unattended and automated in- 
s t 1-11 me n t a t i on i n prov id i ng me asurenie n t s of the 
wind in the troposphere. the profiler employs 
Doppler radar technology and is currently being 
put i n  operation at NASA‘s Kennedy Space Cen- 
ter. Florida. 
TM-1076 September I988 
Rechargeable Metal Hydrides for Spacecraft 
Application. J .  L. Perry. Structures and 
Dynamics Laboratory. 
Storing hydrogen on board the Space Station 
presents both sat‘ety and logistics problems. Con- 
ventional storage using pressurized bottles 
requires large masses, pressures, and volumes to 
handle the hydrogen which will be used by 
experiments in the U.S. Laboratory Module and 
residual hydrogen generated by the ECLSS. 
Rechargeable metal hydrides may be competitive 
with conventional storage techniques. The basic 
theory of hydride behavior is presented and the 
engineering properties of LaNis are discussed to 
gain a clear understanding of the potential of 
metal hydrides for handling spacecraft hydrogen 
resources. Applications to the Space Station and 
the safety ot’ metal hydrides are presented and 
compared to conventional pressurized storage. 
This comparison indicates metal hydrides may be 
safer and require ;I lower pressure, less volume, 
and less mass t o  store an equivalent mass  of 
hydrogen. 
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TP-2777 October 1987 
Preparative Electrophoresis for Space. Percy 
H. Rhodes and Robert S.  Snyder. Space 
Science Laboratory. N88- 10977 
A basic premise of continuous flow electro- 
phoresis is that removal of buoyancy-induced 
thermal convection caused by axial and lateral 
temperature gradients will result in ideal perform- 
ance of these instruments in space. Although 
these gravity dependent phenomena disturb the 
rectilinear flow in the separation chamber when 
high voltage gradients and/or thick chambers are 
used, distortion of the injected sample stream due 
to e I e c tro h y d rod y n am i c effects causes major 
broadening of the separated bands. 
Although the electrophoresis separation 
process is simple in concept, flows local to  the 
sample filament produced by the applied electric 
field have not been considered. These electro- 
hydrodynamic flows, l’ormulated by (3. I .  Taylor 
in 1965 for drops suspended in various liquids, 
distort the sample stream and limit the separation. 
In  addition, electroosmosis and viscous flow, 
which are inherent in the continuous llow electro- 
phoresis device, combine t o  further disturb the 
process. Electroosmosis causes a flow in the 
chamber cross section which directly distorts the 
sample stream, while viscous flow causes a 
parabolic profile to develop in the flow plane. 
This flow profile in turn distorts migration by 
causing a varying residence time across the thick- 
ness o f  the chamber. Thus, sample constituents at 
the center plane will be in the electric field a 
shorter time and hence move less than comparable 
constituents closer to the chamber wall. 
A moving wall concept is being proposed for 
space which will eliminate and/or control all of 
the above-mentioned disturbances. The moving 
wall will entrain the fluid to move as a rigid body 
and hence produce a constant residence time for 
all samples distributed across the chamber thick- 
ness. By aligning the moving wall at an angle to 
the chamber axis, a component of the moving 
wall motion can be made to oppose and hence 
cancel the electroosmotic flow. In the absence of 
10 
electrokinetic effects, i.e., electroosmosis, the 
e I e c t ro - h y d rod y n a m i c a I e f fe c t in an i fe s t s its e I I as 
a ribbon, being either vertical (perpendicular t o  
the electric field) or horizontal (aligned with the 
electric field) depending o n  the ratio o f  con- 
ductivity of the sample to that o f  the buffer. 
Therefore, by using low conductivity sample 
solutions t o  provide a vertical ribbon, the moving 
wall concept should produce distortion-l‘ree 
separations . 
The moving wall electrophoresis chamber 
can on ly  be operated in space because there is no 
viscous Ilow in the chamber to stabilize against 
thermal convection. Laboratory prototype instru- 
ments have been built which conl’irm the sensi- 
tivity 01’ their operation. These prototypes have 
also identil’ied engineering problems such ;I> 
liquid seals. However, the moving wall electro- 
phoresis system is a concept clesignecl I‘or space 
which should permit prcparative electrophoresis 
to attain its potential. 
TP-2778 October I OX7 
Cc n t I n u  o u  5 FI o w E I t‘c t r( )p hc )re 4 i 4 S y 4 I e I i i  
Experiment\ o n  Shuttle Flight4 S‘IS-6 m c l  
STS-7. Robert S .  Snyder. f’ercy H .  Khode4. 
ancl Tcrew Y .  Miller. Space Science LaborLi- 
tory. NXX- I0078 
In 1978, McDonneII Ih igIas  Astronautics 
Company (MDAC) began discussions with 
NASA o n  the opportunities to develop ;I space 
continuous Ilow electrophoresis system (CFES) 
that would incorporate specit’ic moclil’ic ’;I I’ ions to 
their laboratory instruments to take advantage 01‘ 
weightlessness. A Joint Encleavor Agreement 
(JEA) that allocated certain Ilights o n  the Space 
Shuttle t o  MDAC in return I’or opportunities IOr 
NASA and interested scientists to clo research in 
the MDAC laboratory and o n  their space instru- 
ments was made. 
Under terms o f  the JEA, NASA was pro- 
vided an opportunity to process two samples on 
STS-6. All experiment objectives and operational 
parameters, such as applied field, sample resi- 
dence time in the field, and bul’fer composition 
~~- ~ _ _  
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had t o  accommodate the MDAC capabilities and 
NASA flight constraints. The NASA objectives 
were formulated so as to include investigation of 
the sample concentration effects reported by 
MDAC on STS-4. The specific objectives were 
( I )  to use a model sample material at a high con- 
centration t o  evaluate the continuous flow electro- 
phoresis process in the MDAC CFES instrument 
and compare its separation resolution and sample 
throughput with related devices on Earth and (2) 
to expand our basic knowledge of the limitations 
imposed by fluid tlows and particle concentration 
effects on the electrophoresis process by careful 
design and evaluation of the space experiment. 
Because the MDAC instrumentation did not 
include sample mixing facilities, cell separation 
procedures were precluded and after a variety of 
soluble materials were considered, hemoglobin 
and polysaccharide were selected as primary 
samples. The results from space show a large 
band spread of the high concentration of the 
single species of hemoglobin that was principally 
due to the mismatch of electrical conductivity 
between the sample and buffer. 
The seventh mission of the Space Shuttle 
carried two additional NASA experiments in the 
CFES instrument. The major objective was to 
evaluate the intluence of the electrical properties 
of the sample constituents on the resolution of the 
continuous flow electrophoresis device. As 
expected. the polystyrene latex microspheres dis- 
persed in a solution with three times the electrical 
conductivity of the curtain buffer separated with a 
significantly larger band spread than in to the 
second experiment under matched conductivity 
conditions. The structure of the bands is also dif- 
ferent between the samples, and laboratory experi- 
ments have been conducted to further evaluate the 
phenomena affecting the electrophoresis. The 
analysis of both flight results is nearing comple- 





dependent electrical conductivity 
being developed. 
December 1987 
of Solid Solution Single Crystals. S .  
L. Lehoczky and F. R. Szofran. Space Sci- 
ence Laboratory. N88- I42 I2 
Based on the thermophysical properties of 
Hg,.,Cd,Te alloys, the reasons are discussed for 
the failure of conventional Bridgman-Stockbarger 
growth methods to produce high quality 
homogeneous crystals in the presence of Earth’s 
gravity. The deleterious effects are considered 
which arise from the dependence of the thermo- 
physical properties on temperature and composi- 
tion and from the large amount of heat carried by 
the fused silica ampules. An improved growth 
method, developed to optimize heat flow con- 
ditions, is described and experimental results are 
presented. The problems associated with growth 
in a gravitational environment are discussed. The 
anticipated advantages of growth in microgravity 
are given and the implications of the requirements 
for spaceflight experiments are summarized. 
TP-2793 February I988 
A Study to Evaluate STS Heads-Up Ascent 
Trajectory Performance Employing a 
Minimum-Hamiltonian Optimization 
Strategy. Sujit Sinha. Propulsion Labora- 
tory. N88- 15820 
A study was conducted to evaluate the 
performance implications of heads-up ascent 
flight design for the Space Transportation 
System, as compared to the current heads-down 
flight mode. The procedure involved the use of 
the Minimum Hamiltonian Ascent Shuttle Trajec- 
tory Evaluation program, which is a three-degree- 
of-freedom moment balance simulation of shuttle 
ascent. A min imum-Hami 1 tonian optimization 
strategy was employed to maximize injection 
weight as a function of maximum dynamic 
pressure constraint and Solid Rocket Motor 
burnrate. Performance Reference Mission Four 
trajectory groundrules were used in all cases for 
consistency. The major conclusions are that for 
heads-up ascent and a mission nominal design 
maximum dynamic pressure value of 680 psf, the 
optimum solid motor burnrate is 0.394 ips. This 
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opt i m 11 ni burn rate prod lice s ;I per lormunce 
enhanceiiicnt 01’ 1293 Ibm relative to the baseline 
heacis-clown ascent. with 0.368 ips biirnrate solid 
motors and ;I 680 psf dynamic pressure constraint. 
However. no perl’ormance advantage exists for 
heads-up I’light if  the current Solid Rocket Motor 
target burnrate of 0.368 ips is used. The advant- 
age o f  he;ids-iip ascent llight employing the 
current burnrate is that Space Shuttle Main 
Engine throttling for dynamic pressure control is 
not necessary. 
T P- 2 807 February I988 
A Generalized Method tor Automatic Down- 
hand and Wirefeed Control of a Welding 
Robot and Positioner. Ken Fernandez and 
George E. Cook. Information and Electronic 
Systems Laboratory. N88- 17869 
This paper describes LI generalized method 
for controlling a six degree-of-freedom (DOF) 
robot and a two DOF positioner used for arc weld- 
ing operations. The welding path is defined in the 
part reference frame. and robotipositioner joint 
angles of the equivalent eight DOF serial linkage 
are determined via an iterative solution. Three 
algorithms are presented: the first solution con- 
trols motion of the eight DOF mechanism such 
that proper torch motion is achieved while 
minimizing the sum-of-squares o f  joint dis- 
placements; the second algorithm adds two con- 
straint equations to achieve torch control while 
maintaining part orientation so that welding 
occurs in the downhand position; and the third 
algorithm adds the ability to control the proper 
orientation of a wire feed mechanism used in gas 
tungsten arc (GTA) welding operations. A 
verification of these algorithms is given using 
ROBOSIM, a NASA developed computer 
graphic simulation software package designed for 
robot systems development. 
TP-28 I2 March 1988 
Further Developments in Exact State Recon- 
struction in Deterministic Digital Control 
Systems. Michael E. Polites. Structures and 
Dynamics Laboratory. N88- I875 1 
This paper presents a more-general version 
of the ideal state reconstructor for deterministic 
digital control systems previously developed by 
Polites. In the original version. measurements 
pre fi I te red by a mu It i - i n pu t/m u It i -o u t pu t niov i n g- 
average (MA) process were utilized in the state 
reconstruction process. In this version. the MA- 
pre fi I te red me as u re in en t s c an be s u p p I e men t ed by 
standard instantaneous measurements. The ideal 
state reconstructor is so named because: i f  the 
plant parameters are known exactly, its output 
will exactly equal the true state of‘ the plant, not 
just approximate it.  Furthermore, i t  adds n o  addi- 
tional states or eigenvalues to the system. Nor 
does it  affect the plant equation tor the system in 
any way; i t  affects the measurement equation 
only. An example is presented which illustrates 
the procedure for choosing the parameters in i t .  
TP-2820 May 1988 
An Electrochemical Study o f  Corrosion 
Protection by Primer-Topcoat Systems on 
4130 Steel with AC Impedance and DC 
Methods. M. J .  Mendrek, R. H. Higgins. 
and M. D. Danford. Materials and Processes 
Laboratory. X88- I0270 
In an effort to investigate metal surl’ace 
corrosion and the breakdown o f  metal protective 
coatings, the AC impedance method was applied 
to six systems of primer coated and primer 
topcoated 4 I30 steel. Two primers were used: a 
zinc-rich epoxy primer and a red lead oxide epoxy 
primer. The epoxy-polyamine topcoat was used in 
four of the systems. The EG&G-PARC Model 
368 AC impedance measurement system, along 
with DC measurements with the same system 
using the polarization resistance method. was 
used to monitor changing properties of coated 
4130 steel disks immersed in 3.5 percent NaCl 
solutions buffered at pH 5.4 over periods o f  40 to 
60 days. The corrosion system can be represented 
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by an electronic analog called an equivalent cir- 
cuit that consists of resistors and capacitors in 
spec i tic arra n ge me n t s . Th i s eq u i va I en t c i rc i i  i t  
parallels the impedance behavior of the corrosion 
system during ;I frequency scan. Values for the 
resistors and capacitors, that can be assigned in 
the equivalent circuit following ;I least squaits 
analysis 01‘ the data. describe changes that occur 
on the corroding metal surface and in the protec- 
tive coatings. Two equivalent circuits have been 
determined that pied ic t the correct Bode phase 
and magnitude o f  the experimental sample at dit- 
I’ere n t i m me rs i on t i  mes . DC corrosion cu rre n t 
de i i  s i t  y data are re I at ed to equivalent circuit 
element paranie ters . Met hods for  de term i ning 
corrosion rate with AC impedance parameters are 
veril’iecl by the I>C method. 
I’hc SKM propellant and polymer niaterials 
struclui;il tcsl progriini has potentially wide 
application to the testing ilild strlictural :iinulysis 01’ 
po I y I iic v 11i;i t C‘ r i ;I I s it 11d 01  her 111;i t r i ;I I s g ~ ~ r : l l  I y 
chxactcri yctl ;is he i 11g 111iide 01’ vi s c ~ e l  a s t  ic 
iiiatcrials. ’l’lic tcst prograni will provide ;I basis 
1.or cl i~ir~i~tci . i ; /~i t i~~i i  ol‘ the dynamic I.ailure criteria 
101. Solid Rockel  Motor ( S K M )  propclliint. insula- 
lion. i nhibilor. a n c l  I incrs. ‘This experi nien tal 
investigation will a l s o  cnde;ivor to obtain ;I con- 
sistent coniplcte s e ~  01‘ materials test data. This 
tcst cliitii will bc uscd to improve and revise the 
prope I I ant .  i nsii Lit ion . i n  ti i bi tor.  I i ners . d seal 
O-rings. 
pl.csently Llsecl tlicorticiil 1 i l i I t I i  11iodels I . o ~  SRM 
‘ r m w  September 1988 
The Hyclricles 01‘ ‘ritanium and Ti-SAI- 
2.SSn. Merlin D. Danl‘ord. Materials and 
Processes Liiboratory . 
and Ti-5AI-2.SSn alloys, as obtained by electro- 
chemical measurements, have been determined at 
25°C. Also, electrochemical measurements using 
cylindrical samples have indicated that the initial 
hydrogen distributions are essentially uniform in 
nature on charging at 25°C. attributed to the fact 
that there is a larger number of interstitial posi- 
tions available in the hexagonal close-packed 
titanium structure. Both electrochemical and fu- 
sion measurements show that about all hydrogen 
is o f  the trapped variety in these materials on 
electrolytic charging and the stability of the metal 
hydrides is quite high. Stress has the effect of 
releasing trapped hydrogen to form the mobile 
variety, a result which may require a re- 
evaluation o f  the effect of stress on hydrogen 
movement. The structures of pure titanium and 
the titanium alloys are also discussed as well as 
the nature o f  bonding in these alloys. 
TP-2837 September 1988 
More on Exact State Reconstruction in 
De te rni i n is t i c Digit ;i 1 Con t ro I Systems . 
Michael E. Polites. Structures and Dynamics 
Laboratory. N88-28 I77 
This paper presents a special form of the 
Id ea 1 S t ;I te Recons t ruc t o r  for de te rni i n i s t i c digit a I 
control systems which is simpler to implement 
than  the most general form. The Ideal State 
Reconstructor is so named because: if the plant 
parameters are known exactly. its output will 
exactly equal. not just approximate, the true state 
of the plant and accomplish this without any 
knowledge o f  the plant’s initial state. Besides 
this. i t  adds no new states or eigenvalues to the 
system. Nor  does i t  affect the plant equation for 
the system in any way; it  affects the measurement 
equation only. I t  is characterized by the fact that 
discrete measurements are generated every T/N 
seconds and input into ;I multi-inputimulti-output 
moving-average ( M A )  process. The output of this 
process is sampled every T seconds and utilized in 
reconstructing the state of the system. 
H y tl rogen d i 1I.iis ion coe ITic ien t s i n  t i  tan i u m 
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CP-2488 October 1987 
58th Shock and Vibration Symposium. 
Compiled by Walter and Barbara Pilkey. 
N88- 13609 
CP-2488 October 1987 
58th Shock and Vibration Symposium, 
Volume 11. Compiled by Walter and Barbara 
Pilkey . N88- I8948 
CP-2492 November 1987 
Third Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
for Space Applications. Compiled by J. S. 
Denton, M. S .  Freeman, and M. Vereen. 
N8X- I6360 
~ 
CP-2492 June 1988 
Third Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
for Space Applications - Part 11.  Compiled 
by J .  S.  Denton, M.  S .  Freeman. and M .  
Vereen. N88-24 I88 
c P- 3002 May I988 
A Study of Space Station Contamination 
Effects. Edited by M. R .  Torr, J .  F. Spann, 
and T. W. Moorehead. NXX-25390 
c P-3006 May 1988 
Mixing and Demixing Processes in 
Multiphase Flows With Application t o  
Propulsion Systems. Edited by Rand Decker 
and Charles F. Schafer. 
CP-3007 Auguxt 1988 
Second Conference o n  Artit'icial Intelligence 
to r  Space Applications. Compiled by 
Thomas Dollman. 
CP-30 1 2 Auguxt I 088  
Advanced Earth - t 0-0 r b i t Pro pu I si o n Tech - 
nology - 1988, Volume I .  Edited by R .  J .  
Richmond and S .  T. Wu. 
CP-30 I2 Augu~t  I 988 
Ad v anced Earth - t o-0 r b i t Prc )p ti I x ion 'I'cc h - 
nology - 1988, Volunic 1 1 .  Eclitecl by R .  J .  
Richmond and S.  'I. Wu. 
CP-30 I3 Novciiibcr 10x8 
Fourth Conlkrence o n  Arti I'icial Intel I igencc 
l'or Space Application\. C'oiiipiletl by S. L .  
O'tlell. J .  S .  Denton, a n d  M .  Vcrccn. 
i4 
NASA CONTRACTOR REPOK'I'S 
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CR-4 IO3 December I987 Analysis, and Fractal Analysis Techniques to 
The Determination o f  Exhaust Cloud Dimen- Characterize and Evaluate Atmospheric 
sions From Films o f  Space Shuttle Launches. Aerosols. NAS8-373 13. Energy Technology 
Consu I tan ts. X87- I0545 
August 28, I987 
February I988 The Feasibility of Utilizing CCSEM, Cluster 
Preliminary Analysis of an  Integrated Logis- Analysis, and Fractal Analysis Techniques to 
tics System for OSSA Payloads. NAS8- Characterize and Evaluate Atmospheric 
32697. T. Palguta, W. Bradley, and T. Aerosols, Appendix. NAS8-373 13. Energy 
Stock t o n , Loc k h eed H u n t s v i I 1 e En g i nee r i n g 
NAS8-36715. R. A. Zak, ST Systems Corp. 
(STX). N88- I4500 
CR- 179 I 8  I 
CR-4 I I4 
Technology Consultants. X87- I OS46 
Center. N88- 19477 
CR-4 125 February I988 
A Study of Single and Binary Ion Plasma 
Expansion Into Laboratory-Generated 
Plasma Wakes. NAGS-058 and NAS8- 
3 1088. Kenneth Herbert Wright, Jr., Depart- 
ment of Physics, The University of Alabama 
in Huntsville. N88- I8427 
CR- I79 I77 March 26, I987 
Space Transportation Booster Engine Con- 
figuration Study, Preliminary Final Report 
(DR4), Program Cost Estimates (DR6) and 
Work Breakdown Structure and WBS Dic- 
tionary (DR5), Volume I l l .  NAS8-36857. 
United Technologies Pratt and Whitney. 
X87- 1 OS24 
CR- 179 178 March 5 ,  1987 
Space Transportation Booster Engine Con- 
I'iguration Study Design Definition Docu- 
ment (DR8) Draft. NAS8-36857. United 
Technologies Pratt and Whitney. 
X87- 1 OS23 
CR- I79 I79 August 19, 1987 
Evaluation o f  Rotating-Cylinder and Piston- 
Cylinder Reactors for Ground-Based Emul- 
sion Polymerization, Quarterly Progress 
Report. NAS8-36286. Lehigh University. 
N87-29668 
CR- 179 I80  August 28, 1987 
The Feasibility of Utilizing CCSEM, Cluster 
CR- 179 I82 December 1986 
Finite Element Solver for 3-D Compressible 
Viscous Flows. NAS8-36555. University of 
Tennessee Space Institute. N87-29763 
CR- 179 I83 April 3, 1987 
Birefringent Filter Study, LMSC-F2 19338, 
Final Report. P.O. H-85087B. Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Company, Inc. 
X87- 1 OS39 
CR- I79 I84 August 3, I987 
Upper Atmosphere/Thermosphere Models 
Study, Final Technical Report. NAS8- 
36900. Computer Sciences Corp. N88-90 I93 
CR- 179 185 December 1986 
Phase 111 Study of Selected Tether Applica- 
tion in Space, Final Report, Volume I - 
Executive Summary. NAS8-36617, Ball 
Aerospace Systems Division. N87-29585 
CR- I79 186 December 1986 
Phase I l l  Study of Selected Tether Applica- 
tion in Space, Final Report, Volume I I  - 
Study Results. NAS8-36617, Ball Aerospace 
Systems Division. N88- I0828 
CR- 1791 87 January 1986 
X-Ray Analysis Algorithm, Final Technical 
Report. P.O. H-78178B. Wade and Associ- 
ates. X87- IO632 
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CR- 170 1 88 June I 987 
Eva1u:ition ol’Turbulent Flow in ;I 180 Degree 
Bend Ihr Bulk  Reynolds Numbers fro111 
70.000 to 160.000. NASX-36354. Colordo 
State University. X87- 1 OS40 
CR- I79 I89 December 19. 1986 
Block 11 SRM Design Concept Final Report, 
Design and Development, Volume I ,  Final 
Report Conceptual Design Studies of Block I 1  
Solid Rocket Motor. NAS8-36943. Hercules. 
I nc. X87- I os32 
CR- I79 I90 December 19, 1986 
Block I I  SRM Design Concept Final Report. 
Volume I 1  Capability Assessment and ROM 
Cost. NASX-36943. Hercules, Inc. 
X87- I 0533 
CR- I79 191 December 19. 19x6 
Block I f  SRM Design Concept Final Report, 
Volume I l l  High Performance Motor. NAS8- 
36943. Hercules, Inc. X87- 1 os3 I 
CR- 179 192 December 19, I986 
Block I I  SRM Conceptual Design Studies 
Final Report. Capability Assessment Report, 
Volume 11, Book I .  NAS8-37296. Morton 
Thiokol. Inc. X87- 10530 
CR- 179 I93 December 23, I986 
SRM Block I I  Design Concept Study, 
Volume I ,  Design and Engineering Studies, 
Preliminary Development and Verification 
Plan. and Revised CPW 1-3600 Specifica- 
tion. NAS8-37297. Aerojet General. 
X87- 10527 
CR- 179 194 December 23. 1986 
SRM Block I 1  Design Concept Study. 
Volume 11, Capability Assessment and ROM 
Costs. NAS8-37297. Aerojet General. 
X87- 10528 
CR- 179 I95 December 3 1, I986 
Space Shuttle SRM Block I1 Conceptual 
Design Studies. Final Report, Volume I - 
Design and Development. NASX-37300. 
United Technologies Chemical Systems. 
X87- I os2 1 
CR- I79 196 December 3 1 , 1986 
Space Shuttle SRM Block I I  Conceptual 
Design Studies. Final Report, Volume I I  - 
Capabilities and Cost. NASX-37300. United 
Technologies Chemical Systems. X87- 1 0522 
CR- 179 I97 July 1987 
Destructive Evaluation o f  Anomulous NDE 
Indications on Three Star 48 Exit Cones. 
NAS8-36554. Southern Research Institute. 
XX7- 1 0529 
CR- 179 198 March 1987 
Space U I t ra- Vucuuni Research Faci I i ty 
(SURF) Proof of Concept Definition Study 
First Perl’ormance Review (DR-5). NAS8- 
36636. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. 
X87- 1 os 19 
CR- I79 199 January I987 
Space Ultra-Vacuum Research Facility 
(SURF) Proof of Concept Definition Study, 
Study Plan (DR-4). NASX-36636. 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. 
X87-10s 17 
CR- I79200 March 1987 
Space Station Mission Planning System 
Development Study. Final Report. Volume I I  
- Technical Report. NAS8-37275. 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. 
N88- 10048 
CR- I7920 1 September 22. I986 
Space Station Propulsion Technology Space 
Station Propulsion System Test Bed Test 
Plan. NAS8-364 18. Rockwell International. 
N88- IO I04 
CR- 179202 March 1987 
Space Station Mission Planning System 
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Development Study Final Report, Volume I ,  
Executive Summary. NAS8-37275. 
McDonnel I Douglas. N88- I0047 
CR- 179203 March 1987 
Space Station Mission Planning System 
Development Study Final Report. Volume 
1 1 1 .  Sol’tware Development Plan. NASX- 
37275. McDonnell Douglas. NXX- IO049 
CR- I79204 October I987 
Co ni pu t ;I t ion o 1’ Tu rbu I C  n t FI o w s U s i ng an 
NASX-359 I 8. Universities Space Research 
ExteIlcieLi k - E  ntrblIiet1ce cios1tl-e ~ o ~ i e i .  
A hsoc Lit  io ti. NXX- 1 I969 
CK- I79205 July 20. I987 
Final Kcport on the Structural Assembly 
Demonstration Experiment (SADE). NASX- 
34959. M ;iss;ic huse t t s I nst i t 11 te 01’ ‘Technol- 
ogy . NXX- 1 OX68 
CK- I70206 1986 
I’inholc Occulter Experiment. NASX-36101 . 
Honeywcll. NXX- I 148 I 
CK- I79207 September 19x7 
Sp;icclk~ Systeiii A n d  ysis I nteri 111 Final 
Kcport. NASX-367 17. Mississippi Statc 
University . NXX- I OX69 
CK I79208 November I987 
Art i I‘ic ia I In te I I igcnce Ihr Space Stat ion 
Applicationh. Final Dral’t. Technical Report. 
N AS 8- 3 7 309. A pp I ica t ions Re search Co rp . 
x 88-90403 
CK- I70209 August 23, I987 
The Usc ol’ Variational Principles in Improv- 
i ng C FII Met hociology . N AS 8 -3 7304. 
SECA. Inc. x 8 8-90402 
CR- I792 I O  November I987 
Computing Range and 3-D Structure o f  Rigid 
Ob-jects Using Stereo and Motion, Final 
Report. NAS8-37308. Multisignal Technol- 
ogy Corp. X88-90386 
CR- 1792 1 1 July 1987 
Computer Model of a Jet Embedding and 
Eulerian-La~rangian Techniques for Simulat- 
ing Reactive Fluid Dynamics in Liquid 
Rocket Engines, Final Report (Phase I ) .  
NAS8-37321. Chain, Inc. X8 8-90400 
CR- I792 I2 J u l y 2 1 .  1987 
SBlR Phase I Final Report. Aeroheating 
Flight Instriiiiientation. NAS8-373 14. 
Remtech. Inc. X88-9040 1 
CR- I792 I3 August 1987 
On the Role of Convective Motion During 
Dendrite Growth: Experiments Under Vari- 
able Gravity. Final Report. NASX-34605. 
University o f  Manchester. N88- 10979 
CR- I792 I4 November I987 
Nutural Environment Analysis - Final Report. 
NASX-35973. The University of Tennessee 
Space I nst i t lite. N88-7003 1 
CR- I792 I5 July 9. 1987 
Space Station Integrated Propulsion and Fluid 
System Study. Fluid Systems Configuration 
Databook. NAS8-36438. Martin Marietta 
Denver Aerospace. N88-11753 
179216 November 1987 
Optimization Techniques ’4pplied to Passive 
Measures for In-Orbit Spacecraft Surviv- 
ability - Final report. NAS8-37378. Science 
A pp I i c a t ion s I n te rn at i ona I Corp . 
N88- 12532 
CR- I792 I7 November I ,  1987 
Materials Processing in Space Program Sup- 
port Final Report. NAS8-36045. Universities 
Space Research Association. N88- I 1872 
CR- I792 18 September 3 0 .  1987 
Analytical Investigation of  the Dynamics o f  
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Tethered Constellations in Earth Orbit (Phase 
11) Quarterly Report No. IO.  NASX-36606. 
Smithsonian Institution. N88- 12533 
CR- 1792 19 November 1987 
Research Reports - 1957 NASA, ASEE 
Summer Faculty Fellowship Program, Final 
Report, NGT 0 1-008-02 1 . N88- 1560 1 
CR- 179220 September 30, 1987 
Te I eope rat o r  and Kobo t i c s S y s t e m A n ;I I y s i  s . 
Final Report. NAS8-35670. University 01' 
Alabama in Huntsville. NXX- I2 1 os 
CR- 17922 1 September 19x7 
Internal Gravity Wave\, Convective Storm 
Development and Satellite Remote Sensing 
of Storm Initiation, Final Report. NASX- 
33726. The University of' Alabama in 
H L I ~  t \ v  i 1 I C  NX X-9005 3 
CR- 179222 November 1 087 
A Multiplt.-Time-Scalt. Turbulence Model 
Based on Variable Partitioning of Turbulent 
Kinetic Energy Spectrum. NASX-35918. 
Universities Space Re\enrch A\sociation. 
CR- 179223 May 19x7 
Light Funnel Concentrator Panel for Solar 
Power, Final Report. NASX-36463. I3oeing 
Aerospace Co. NXX- I2870 
CR- 179224 December 1987 
Failure Control Techniques for the SSME 
Phase I Final Report. NASX-36305. Rock- 
well International. N8X- 12537 
CR- 179225 December 1987 
Carbon Dioxide Ob\ervational Platform 
System (Co-ops) Feasibility Study. NAS8- 
36600. Lochheed-Georgia Co. N88- I4 1 I3 
CR- 179226 December 3, I987 
Studies in Atmmpheric Processes from Space 
Platl'orm\, Final Report. NASX-35530. 
Universities Space Reseal-c h Association. 
NXX-90 I35 
CK- 179227 October 30, 1987 
Approaches and Po\\iblc Improvement in the 
Area of Multibodq Dynamic\ Modeling. 
Final Report. NASX-34588. tloneywell. 
KXX- 13067 
CK- I79228 June 19x6 
Concept Ikl'inition Stitclq, for Keco\.cry ol' 
Tu m b I in  g Sate 1 I i  tc s , F i ti ;I I Tec Ii n i c ;I I K c port , 
Volunie I .  Executive Sunitii:iry. Study 
Kc s 11 Its . N A S X - 3 0609. Mart i t i  M ;I I-i c t  t ;I. 
NXX-131 I X  
CK- 179229 June I O X O  
Concept I k l ' i n i t i o n  Study f o r  Kecocery ol' 
Tumbling Satel I i  tcs , Final 'I'cch ti ical Ke port, 
Volume I I .  Supporting Kesc;irch ;incl Fl'cchno- 
logy Kcport. NAS8-36009. Mxlin Marictt:t. 
NXS-141 17 
CK- I79230 octobcl- I 5 .  19x7 
Proces\ ( 'hemis~ry I k l ' i n i t i o n  101- ( 'at-bot~' 
f'henol ic-C'~it.bon-Cat-bon I'rcc 11 rs( )I -  
M ate r i ;I I \, Fi n ;I I N A S  X - 3 0 290.  
Aerojet Solid Propulsion Co. 
xxx- I0076 
K e po rt . 
CK- I7923 I J a n u a r y  I O X X  
Failure Control 'l'echniclue\ lOr the SSMk 
f'ha\e I I ,  Final Kcport. NASX-30305. Koch- 
well International. XXX- IO006 
CK- 179232 October 28. 10x7 
Space Stat i o n  13ody M ou ti tecl K ad i at o r  
Sy\tem, Final Keport. NASX-36402. LTV 
M i s s i I e s ;in d E I ec t ron i c 4 G ro 11 p . 
XXX- I007 I 
CK- I79233 January I987 
Final Report Space Station Onboard I'ropul- 
sion System Technology Study. NAS3- 
23x93.  Martin Marietta Iknvcr Aerospace. 
NXX- I SO06 
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CR- I79234 January 1987 
External Tank Gamma Ray Imaging Tele- 
scope Study - Final Report. NAS8-36394. 
Martin Marietta, Michoud Aerospace. 
N88-9000 1 
CR- I79235 November 6, 1987 
Final Technical Report for the SRM Nozzle 
Instrument at i on and Mode 1 V a I id at  ion Study , 
Volume I .  NAS8-36290. Morton Thiokol, 
Inc. X88- I0074 
CR- I79236 May31, 1986 
Partial Analysis of Experiment LDEF A- 
01 14. NAS8-36645. The University of 
Alabama in Huntsville. N88- 14787 
CR- I79237 October 1987 
Design, Fabrication, and Delivery ofa  Minia- 
ture Cassegrainian Concentrator Solar Array 
System - Final Technical Report. NASI(- 
36 159. TRW Space and Technology Group. 
N88- 14493 
CR- I79238 October IO, I986 
Process Chemistry Definition for Carbon- 
Phenolic and Carbon-Carbon Precursor 
Materials, Second Interim Report. NAS8- 
36296. Aerojet Strategic Propulsion Co. 
X88- I0077 
CR- 179239 December 8 ,  1987 
CR 
Atmospheric Electricity, Final Report. 
NAS8-34748. Universities Space Research 
Association. N88- 14575 
I79240 December 30, 1987 
Analysis of Internal Flows Relative to the 
Space Shuttle Main Engine - Final Report. 
NAS8-35984. Lockheed Missiles and Space 
Co. ,  Inc. N88- I4 125 
CR- 17924 1 December 1986 
Mathematical Models of Continuous Flow 
Electrophoresis - Final Report, August 1977- 
September 1986. NAS8-32614. Princeton 
University . N88- 1 502 I 
CR- I79242 August 15, I987 
Surface Analysis of Solar Maximum Mission 
and Long Duration Exposure Facility, Final 
Report. NAS8-3647 I. Auburn University. 
X88- IO072 
CR- 179243 May 30, I987 
Mechanisms of Rolling Contact Spalling, 
Final Report. NAS8-3665 I . Center for 
Materials Tribology, Vanderbilt University. 
N88- I4380 
CR- 179244 March 3 I ,  1986 
Space Station Accommodations for Life 
Sciences Research Facilities - Phase A Con- 
ceptual Design and Programmatics Studies 
for Missions SAAX0307, SAAX0302, and 
the Transition from SAAX0307 to 
SAAX0302, Final Report, Volume I1 Study 
Results. NAS8-35472. Lockheed Missiles 
and Space Co., Inc. N88- 15829 
CR- 179245 December 1987 
SSME Environment Database Development, 
Final Report. NAS8-36184. Remtech, Inc. 
N88- I5836 
CR- 179246 December I987 
Servicer System Demonstration Plan and 
Capability Development - Final Technical 
Report. NASI(-35625. Martin Marietta. 
N88- 15895 
CR- 179247 November 30, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Final Phase Book I Execu- 
tive Summary. NAS8-36615. General 
Dynamics. X88- 10247 
CR- 179248 November 20, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Final Phase Book 2 Trade 
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Studies. NASX-366 IS. Genernl Dynamics. 
X88- I0248 
CR- I79249 November 30 ,  1987 
Space T ra n s port ;I t i o n A rc h i tec t 11 re Study 
Special Report - Final Phase Book 3 Final 
Phase Study Tasks. NAS8-366 IS. General 
Dynamics. X88- 10249 
CR- I79250 November 30, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special report - Final Phase Book 4,  Architec- 
ture Sensitivity to Constrained Mission 
Model. NAS8-366 15. General Dynamics. 
X88- I0250 
CR- 17925 I November 30. I988 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Final Phase Book 5 Appen- 
dices. NAS8-366 IS. General Dynamics. 
X88- IO25 I 
CR- I79252 July 10, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Interim Study Results 
Volume I Executive Summary. NAS8- 
366 IS. General Dynamics. X88- I0242 
CR- 179253 July IO, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Interim Study Results 
Volume 2 - Data Book, Book 1 .  NAS8- 
366 15. General Dynamics. X88- 10243 
CR- 179254 July 10, 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Interim Study Results 
Volume 2 - Data Book, Book 2 .  NAS8- 
366 1 5 .  General Dynamics. X88- 10244 
CR- 179255 July I O ,  1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
Special Report - Interim Study Results 
Volume 2 - Data Book, Book 3. NAS8- 
366 15. General Dynamics. X88- 10245 
CR- I79256 July IO, 1987 
Space Transport at  ion Architecture Study 
Special Report - Interim Study Results 
Volume 2 - Data Book, Book 4. NAS8- 
366 IS. General Dynamics. XXX- I0246 
CR- I79257 July I987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Special Report, Interim Study 
Results (CDRL 02 I A 2 ,  Executive Summary. 
NAS8-366 18. Martin Marietta. 
XX8- I0252 
CR- 179258 July 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Special Report Interim Study Results 
(CDRL 02 1 A2) ,  Data Book. NASX-366 18. 
Martin Marietta. XX8- I0258 
CR- 179259 July 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Special Report Interim Study Results 
(CDRL 02IA2), Data Book Appendices. 
NAS8-366 18. Martin Marietta. 
X88- 10253 
CR- I79260 October 8, 1987 
Space Station Propulsion Technology - 
Second Annual Progress Report May 24, 
1986-0ct0ber 2, 19x7. NAS8-36418. Rock- 
well International Corp. N88- IS835 
CR- 17926 1 October I986 
Space Station Structures Development. 
NAS8-3642 1 . Rockwell International. 
N88- 16792 
CR- 179262 December 1987 
Ray Tracing of Jovian Low Frequency Radia- 
tion, Final Technical Report. NAS8-34424. 
Western Kentucky University. 
N88- 16620 
CR- 179263 December I986 
Feasibility Study of a Carbon Dioxide Obser- 
vational Platform System, Volume I1 - 
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Progra in mat i c s . 
Georsia Co. 
N AS 8- 36600. Lock heed- 
CR- I79264 February I988 
A Velocity-Pressure Integrated. Mixed 
I n t e rpo I at ion. G ;I le rli i n Finite Element 
Method ['or High Reynolds Number Laminar 
Flows. NASX-359 18. Universities Space 
Researc h Association. N88- 18868 
CR- I79265 October 26. 1987 
Ancillary TPS I nvestigation - Interim Report. 
A tic i I I ary N AS 8 - 
33708. Martin Marietta. XX8- IO095 
Foam I n ves t iga t i on s . 
CK- I79266 January 28. 1988 
I'ayload Missions I ntegration Progress 
KC/X)II .  NASX-327 12. Teledytle BrOwti 
Engi nccring. X88-9 I037 
CK- I79267 March 3 I . I986 
Accotiitiiodatit~ti~ for Lilk Sciences Research 
Facilities - Volume I . Executive Summary. 
NASX-35472. Lockheed Missiles and Spice 
Co. NXX- I OS7 I 
CK- I7920X October I985 
System Analysis Study 01' Space Platlorin and 
Stilt i on  Accoiiitiiodatit,ns lOr Lilk Sciences 
Kcsearcli Fiicilities. Final Report, Volume 1 . 
NASX-3547 I .  Bocing Aerospace Co. 
N X X -  I772 1 
CK- 179209 October I985 
Systciii Analysis Study ol' Space Platlorin and 
Station Accommoclatit,ns Ihr Lil'e Sciences 
Research Facilities. Final Report. Vol. I I .  
NASX-3547 I . Boeing Aerospace Co. 
CR- I79270 November 1. 1985 
Concept 11 a I Pmgra in ma t i cs 
Studies 01' Space Station Accommodations 
lhr Lilk Sciences Research Facilities, Final 
Review. NAS8-35472. Lockheed Missiles 
Des i g n ;I nd 
and Space Co. N88- I9567 
CR- I7927 1 October 1985 
System Analysis Study of Space Platform and 
Station Accommodations for Life Sciences 
Research Facilities Volume I - Executive 
Summary Phase A ConceptuaI Design. 
NAS8-3547 I .  Boeing Aerospace Co. 
CR- 179272 October 1985 
System Analysis Study of Space Platform and 
Stat ion Accommodations for L i fe Sciences 
Research Facilities Volume 11 - Study Results 
Attachment 11 Phase A Final Report. NAS8- 
3547 1 .  Boeing Aerospace Co. N88- 17722 
CR- I79273 October 1985 
System Analysis Study of Space Platform and 
Station Accommodations for Life Sciences 
Research Facility Volume I I ,  Final Report, 
Appendix D. NAS8-3547 I .  Boeing 
Aerospace Co. N88- I7724 
CR- 179274 October 1985 
System Analysis Study of Space Platform and 
Station Accommodations for Life Sciences 
Research Facilities. Final Report, Volume I I ,  
Appendix E. NAS8-3547 I .  Boeing 
Aerospace Co. N88- 17723 
CR- I79275 June 1987 
STS Propellant Scavenging Systems Study - 
Part I I  - Final Report, Vol. I ,  Executive 
Sicnimary and Study Results. NAS8-356 14. 
Martin Marietta Michoud Aerospace. 
N88- I77 I6 
CR- 179276 June 1987 
STS Propellant Scavenging Systems Study - 
Part I 1  - Final Report, Volume I t ,  Cost and 
WBS/Dictionary. NAS8-356 14. Martin 
Marietta Michoud Aerospace. 
N88- I77 17 
CR- I79277 August I987 
Application of Satellite Data in Observational 
and Theoretical Studies of the Evolving 
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Structure of Baroclinic Waves, Final Report. 
NAS8-34903. Yale University. N88- 1809 1 
CR- 179278 December 1987 
Booster PropulsioniVehicle Impact Study, 
Progress Report IV. NASX-36944. Boeing 
Aerospace Co. X88- 10098 
CR- 179279 December 1 I ,  1987 
Main Chamber Combustion and Cooling 
Technology Study. NASX-36 167. Aerojet 
Techsystems Co. X88-9 1 I58 
CR- 179280 December I987 
Bearing Tester Data Compilation Analysis, 
and Reporting and Bearing Math Models 
Annual Report. NAS8-36183. SRS Tech- 
nologies. X88- I O  102 
CR- I7928 1 December 16, 1987 
Space Station Integrated Wall Damage and 
Penetration Damage Control Final Report, 
Task 5 .  NAS8-36426. Boeing Aerospace Co. 
N88- I7688 
CR- 179282 December 1987 
Final Report for the Long Life Fluid Systems 
(LLFS). NAS8-36626. Hamilton Standard. 
X88- I0097 
CR- 179283 March 30, 1988 
Adaptive Rigid Body Control for an Evolving 
Space Station - Final Report. NAS8-36422. 
Ford Aerospace Corp. X88-10187 
CR- 179284 January 1988 
Carbon Deposition Model for Oxygen- 
Hydrocarbon Combustion. NAS8-347 1.5. 
Aerojet Techsystems Co. X88- I O  189 
CR- 179285 January 25, 1988 
Duct Flow Nonuniformities - Effect of Struts 
in SSME HGM I I  + , Interim Report. NAS8- 
37359. Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. 
N88-22296 
CR- 179286 December I987 
Lightning Data Study in Conjunction with 
Geostationary Satellite Data, Final Report, 
June 23, 1984 to Deceniber 22, 1987. NASX- 
35981. Space Science and Engineering Cen- 
ter, University of Wiscon\in-Madison. 
X88- I0323 
CR- 179287 February I988 
Report o f  the Joint CSIROINASA Study 
Opt i cal Pro pert i es o 1’ Southern He ni i \p he re 
Aerosol\, Final Report. NASX-36722. 
Coherent Technologic\, I ne. 
NXX-2 I605 
CR- 179288 Scpteniher 1987 
Solid Rocket Motor Alt  Field J o i n t  Flow 
Field Analy\i\. Final Report. NASX-36 1x5. 
Scientific Rewarch A\\oci;itc\. I ne. 
NXX-23675 
CR- I79289 Ilcccnibcr 1987 
A Finite Element Solver 1’01- 3-11 Compress- 
ible Viscous Flows. NASX-36555. ‘I’he 
University ol‘ Tennessee S p x ~  Institutc. 
CR- I79290 May IWX 
At nios p hc r ic Sc ie ncc ;I ncl Kc mot c Sc t i  \ i ng 
La bo rato ry , A n n ual Kc port . N AS X-  3 0270 . 
The University 01’ Alabama i n  Hunt\ville. 
NXX-23355 
CR- I7929 I M w A i  2X ~ I O X X  
M icrogra v i t y Process i tis 
Facility Study (MMPF) - Keqitiremcnts and 
A na I y ses o 1’ Coni mere i ;I I Ope rat i c  ) tis ( K ACO ) 
Preliminary Data Release. NASX-36122. 
Te I ed y ne B row n En 2 i nee r i n s. 
;I nd M ate ri a 1 s 
CR- 179292 I1ecember IS ,  I987 
Improved Internal Ballistic Analysis and 
Design Procedures for Solid Rocket Motors. 
Final Report. NAS8-36147. Auburn Univer- 
sity. X88- 10097 
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CR- I79293 July 1987 
Orbital Transler Vehicle Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Volume IV,  
Space Stat ion Accoin mod at i on s . N AS 8 - 
36 108. Martin Marietta Astronautics Group. 
N88- I8609 
CR- I79294 July 1987 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Appendix A to 
Volume IV, Space Station Accommodations. 
NAS8-36108. Martin Marietta. 
N88- 186 10 
CR- 179295 July 1987 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Volume VII,  
Integrated Technology Development Plan. 
NAS8-36 108. Martin Marietta Astronautics 
Group. X88-101 13 
CR- 179296 July 1987 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Volume VIII, 
Environniental Analyses. NAS8-36 108. 
Martin Marietta Astronautics Group. 
X88-10114 
CR- 179297 February 23, 1988 
MCT Crystal Growth, Final Report. NAS8- 
34957. The University of Alabama in 
Huntsville. N88- I93 I8 
CR- 179298 July 20, 1987 
Final Technical Report on Development of 
Low CTE Metal Composite Joints for Space 
Structures. NAS8-35255. Material Concepts 
Inc. X88- 10 1 29 
CR- 179299 January 1 I ,  1988 
Process Chemistry Definition for 2D Carbon/ 
Carbon Fabrication for Solid Rocket Motor 
Technology. NAS8-36294. Science Applica- 
tions International Corp. X88-90436 
CR- I79300 December I987 
SSME Alternate Turbopump Development 
Program - Monthly Progress/PMS Report 
Section One. NAS8-36801. United Tech- 
nologies Pratt and Whitney. 
X88- IO 138 
CR- I7930 I November 25, I987 
Final Report for STA-2A NDT Testing. 
NAS8-30490. Morton Thiokol, Inc. 
N88- 18937 
CR- 179302 February I988 
SRB Combustion Dynamics Analysis 
Computer Program (CDA- I ) ,  Final Report. 
NAS8-35052. The University of Alabama in 
Huntsville. 
CR- 179303 February 22, I988 
Laser Welding and Cutting of IN-7 18 Nickel 
Alloy, Final Report. NAS8-36306. United 
Technologies Industrial Lasers. 
X88- 10 103 
CR 
CR 
179304 August 3 1,1987 
SSME Alternate Turbopump Development 
Program - Interface Control Document for 
Oxidizer Turbopump. NAS8-36801. United 
Technologies Pratt and Whitney. 
X88- 10266 
I79305 March 1988 
Calculation of Flow About Posts and Power- 
head Model - Final Report. NAS8-35506. 
Continuum, Inc. N88- I9722 
CR- 179306 January 20, 1988 
Dynamics and Energetics of the South Pacific 
Convergence Zone During FGGE SOP- 1 ,  
Final Report October 15, 1983 - December 
31, 1987. NAS8-35187. Purdue University. 
N88-90363 
CR- 179307 December 22, 1987 
High Performance Solid Rocket Motor 
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(S R M )  Submerged N07.7 IeiCombustion 
Cavity Flowl'ield Assessment Final Report. 
NASX-35980. Lockheed Missiles and Space 
co.. Inc. N88- I8622 
CR- 179308 February I988 
Space Station Operating System Study - 
Summary Report. NAS8-36462. Smith 
Advanced Technology, Inc. N88- 186 I9 
CR- I79309 March 3, I988 
Microgravity and Materials Processing 
Facility Study (MMPF) Requirements and 
Analyses of Commercial Operations (RACO) 
Preliminary Data Release. NAS8-36122. 
Teledyne Brown Engineering. N88- 18742 
CR-179310 August 1987 
Design Definition Document for the Space 
Transportation Main Engine Phase A Study. 
NAS8-36869. Rockwell International. 
X88- 10 125 
CR- 1793 I I October 1987 
A Hybrid-Stress Finite Element Approach for 
Stress and Vibration Analysis in Linear Ani- 
sotropic Elasticity. NAS8-37283, Computa- 
tional Mechanics Co. ,  Inc. 
N88- 19784 
CR- I793 12 February 27, I987 
Evaluation of SSME HPOTP Bearings from 
Units 2023,2024,6002, Task Report. NAS8- 
36 192. Battelle-Columbus Division. 
X88- 10 137 
CR- I793 13 February 1988 
Booster PropulsioniVehicle Inpact Study-11. 
NAS8-36945. Martin Marietta. 
X88-10126 
CR-179314 October 15, 1987 
Evaluation of Power Metallurgy Alloys in 
Hydrogen. NAS8-36553. Pratt & Whitney. 
X88- 10 13 1 
CR- I793 IS December 9, 1987 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle - Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Contract Exten- 
sion 11, Final Report. NAS8-36108. Martin 
Marietta. 
N88-22060 
CR- I793 I6 February 1988 
Turnaround Operations Analysis for OTV, 
Final Report, Volume I ,  Executive 
Summary. NAS8-36924. General Dynamics. 
N88-20340 
CR- 1793 17 February I988 
Turnaround Operations Analysis for OTV, 
Final Report, Volume 11, Detailed Technical 
Report. NAS8-36924. General Dynamics. 
N88-2034 I 
CR-179319 February I988 
Turnaround Operations Analysis tor OTV, 
Final Report, Volume IV,  WBS, Dictionary, 
and Cost Methodology. NAS8-36924. 
General Dynamics. N 8 8 - 2034 3 
CR- I79320 February I988 
External Tank Gamma Ray Imaging Tele- 
scope Study, Final Review Phase I I .  NAS8- 
36394. Martin Marietta. NXX-22834 
CR- 17932 I Ju ly  1987 
Orbital Transfer Vehicle Concept Definition 
and System Analysis Study, Volume I I ,  Book 
I ,  Rev. I .  NAS8-36108. Martin Marietta 
Astronautics Group. N88-20339 
CR- 179322 January 1988 
Transient Pressure Test Article (TPTA) I .  I 
and 1 .  IA Final Test Report, Volume I .  
NAS8-40390. Morton Thiokol, Inc. 
Aerospace Group. N88- I9588 
CR- 179323 February 9 ,  I987 
Space Station Contamination Control Study, 
Final Report for Phase I ,  Internal Contamina- 
tion. NAS8-36432. Boeing Aerospace Co. 
X88- I 0 I 24 
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CR- I79324 March 1988 NAS8-366 18. Martin Marietta. 
Liquid Rocket Booster (LRB) for the Space X88- 10255 
Transportation System (STS) System Study. 
Perlhrmance Review. NAS8-37 136. Martin CR- 179333 November 1987 
Marietta. X88- 10 127 Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Book 5 - Appendices. NAS8-366 18. 
CR- I79325 September 30, I985 Martin Marietta. X88- 10254 
CR 
Mode 1 1 i ti g D i recti o n;i I So 1 id i fi ca t i on - Fin a 1 
Report. June I ,  1982 - September 30 ,  1985. 
NASX-3380 1 . Clarkson University. 
N 8 8 - 707 25 
I79326 December I986 
Fac i I i t  y 1.or the Eva1 uat ion o t Tu rbu le ti t Flow 
i n  ;I I80 Degree. Small Radius Bend. NAS8- 
36353. Colorado State University. 
CR- I79327 February I987 
'I'lieriiiopliotovoltaic Space Power System. 
1'1i;isc 3 Final Report. NASX-33436. Iheing. 
NXX-2 15x5 
CK- I753328 April I987 
E1etiicnt:ii.y atid Middle School Science 
Iiiiprovcinent Project. NASX-36277. 
Alahaiiia A&M University. N 8 X - 2 3 6 79 
CK- 170329 November 1987 
S piice I r;i t i  s port ;I t ion A rc li i tcct urc S t lid y 
(STAS) I3ook I Executive Summary. NASX- 
366 18. Martin Marietta. XXX- I0257 
, >  
CK- I70330 November I987 
Sp~ice Tra ti sportat ion Arc hi tec t lire Study 
(S'I'AS) I3ook 2 - Trade Studies. NASX- 
366 18. Martin Marietta. X88- I0256 
CK- 17933 I November I987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Book 3 - Final Phase Study Tasks. 
NASX-366 18. Martin Marietta. 
X88- I0259 
CR- I79332 November 1987 
Space Transportation Architecture Study 
(STAS) Book 4 - DesignRequiretiients. 
CR- 179334 April 1988 
Atomic Oxygen Simulation System (AOSS) - 
Final Report. NAS8-36428. Martin Marietta. 
X88- I0332 
CR- I79335 October 1987 
Combustion Stability Model Study Phase I 
Report tor the Period September 1986 - 
October 1987. NASX-36274. Aerojet Tech 
Systems c o .  X88- I0333 
CR- I70336 April I .  1988 
Final Report Research Study: Space Shuttle 
Main Engine Plume Flowfield Model. NAS8- 
34135. Remtech Inc. N88-24676 
CR- 179337 May 2, 1988 
Space Shut t le Natura 1 Environment Analysis 
- Final Report tor the Period June 1984 - April 
1988. NAS8-35975. Computer Sciences 
Corp. N88-27676 
CR I79338 December 30, 1987 
Duct Flow Nonuniformities for Space Shuttle 
Main Engine (SSME) Final Report. NAS8- 
35592. Lockheed Missiles & Space Co. ,  Inc. 
N88-24899 
CR- I79339 May 1988 
Utilization of the IR Telescope Gimbaling 
System as a Stabilized Pointing Platform for 
Balloon Payloads - Final Report for the 
Period February 4, 1988 - May 3, 1988, 
Volume I :  Technical Results. NAS 8-37579. 
Smithsonian Institution. N88-24962 
CR- I79340 May 1988 
Utilization of the IR Telescope Gimbaling 
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System as a Stabilized Pointing Platform for 
Balloon Payloads - Final Report for the 
Period February 4,  1988 - May 3, 1988, 
Volume 11: Estimate of Project Costs. NAS8- 
37579. Smithsonian Institution. 
CR- 17934 1 February 10, 1988 
Cure Monitoring and Control for Carbon/ 
Phenolic Materials, Interim Report Number 
2, Phase 2, October 1985 - January 1988. 
NAS8-36295. Lockheed Aeronautical Sys- 
tems Co. X88- 103 17 
CR- I79342 April 1988 
Space Station Rotary Joint Mechanisms 
(SSRJM) Advanced Development Project 
Final Report. NAS 8-36415. Honeywell Inc. 
X88- 1027 I 
CR- 179343 March I988 
Space Transportation Main Engine Configur- 
ation Study - Design Definition Document 
(DR-8) (Update). NAS8-36867. Aerojet 
Techsystems Co. X88- 1029 1 
CR- 179344 June I988 
Final Study Report for the Space Transporta- 
tion Booster Engine Phase A Study, Volume 
111, Program Cost Estimates. NAS8-36856. 
Rockwell International. X88- IO264 
CR- 179345 January 6, 1988 
Space Transportation Booster Engine (STBE) 
Configuration Study - Quarterly Review. 
NAS8-36855. Aerojet Techsystems Co. 
X88- 10289 
CR- 179346 November 30, I987 
Space Transportation Booster Engine Con- 
figuration Study - Interim Report and Design 
Definition Document Update. NAS8-36855. 
Aerojet Techsystems Co. 
CR- 179347 April 5 ,  1987 
Space Transportation Booster Engine Con- 
figuration Study - Final Report and Design 
Definition Document. NASX-36855. Aerojet 
Techsystems Co. X88- 1026 I 
CR- 179348 March9, 1987 
Design Definition Document for the Space 
Transportation Booster Engine Phase A 
Study, Data Requirement (DR): 8. NASX- 
36856. Rockwell International. 
X8X- I0260 
CR- I79349 Octobcr 19x7 
Space Transportation Main Engine Conl'igur- 
ation Study, Expanded El'l'ort - A Prime, 
Study Plan. NASX-36867. Aerojet Tcch- 
Systems Co. XXX- I0265 
CR- I79350 June I987 
Space Transportation Main Engine Conl'igur- 
ation Study - Final Study Report. Volume I I ,  
(DR-4). NASX-36867. Aerojet 'I'echSy\tcm\ 
Co. xxx- I02h3 
CR- I7935 I October I9X7 
Space Transportation Main Engine Conl'igur- 
ation Study - Conl'iguration Evaluation and 
Criteria Plan (DR-9) - Volume 2: Evaluation 
Criteria Plan. NASX-36867. Acrojet 'lech- 
Sy\tems Co. XXX- I0267 
CR- I79352 Jaiiiiary 6. I OX8 
Space Transportation Main Engine (STME) 
Conf'iguration Study - Quarterly Review. 
NAS8-36867. Aerojet Techsystems Co. 
X8X- 10368 
CR- 179353 May I987 
Environmental Analysis li,r the Space Tran- 
sportation Main Engine. NASX-36869. 
X86- I0262 Rockwell International. 
CR- 179354 May 12, 19x8 
SSME Technology Test Bed Fast Shutdown 
Assessment - Final Report. NASX-40000. 
Rockwell International. NXX-2383 1 
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CR- I79355 December I987 
Multishaker Modal Testing, Final Report, 
Phase I I ,  August I985 - August 1987. NAS8- 
35338. The University of Texas at Austin. 
N88-250 I O  
CR- 179356 March 23, 1988 
High Pressure Oxygen Turbopump Bearing 
Cage Stability Analyses. NAS8-36192. 
Battelle. X88- I0320 
CR- 179357 April 1988 
Velocity-Pressure Integrated Versus Penalty 
Finite Element Methods for High Reynolds 
Number Flows. NAS8-35918. Universities 
Space Research Association. N88-26635. 
CR- 179358 September 30, 1987 
Interim Study Report for the Space Transpor- 
ation Booster Engine Phase A Study. NAS8- 
36856. Rockwell International. 
CR- 179359 July 1988 
The NASA Marshall Engineering Thermo- 
sphere Model. NAS8-36400. Universities 
Space Research Association. 
N88-26760 
CR- I79360 June 1988 
Influence of  Coherent Mesoscale Structures 
on Satellite-Based Doppler Lidar Wind 
Measurements-11, Final Report. NAS8- 
36902. Simpson Weather Associates, Inc. 
CR- 17936 I February 22, 1988 
Assembly Test Article (ATA) Final Test 
Report, Volume 1.  NAS8-30490. Morton 
Thiokol, Inc. N88-27226 
CR- 179362 May 16, 1988 
Space Station Natural Environment Design 
Criteria Studies - Final Report. NAS8-36400. 
Universities Space Research Association. 
CR- 179363 September 1987 
On the Role of Convective Motion During 
Dendrite Growth: Experiments Under Vari- 
able Gravity - Final Report. NAS8-34605. 
Desert Research Institute. 
CR- I79364 June I988 
Improved 3-D Turbomachinery CFD Algo- 
rithm, Final Report, November l ,  1986 - May 
IS, 1988. NAS8-36 185. Mississippi State 
University for Scientific Research Associates 
Inc. N88-266 I9 
CR- 179365 April 16, 1987 
A Theoretical Investigation of Solar Plasma 
Phenomena, Final Report. NAS8-35057. 
Auburn University. 
CR- I79366 July 1988 
Final Contract Report for NAS8-36992. Inter 
Systems, Inc./TAI Division. 
N88-26825 
CR- 179367 June 1988 
An Engineering Approach for Calculating 
AFE Environments, Final Report. NAS8- 
36556. Remtech, Inc. X88- I0286 
CR- 179368 June 26, I988 
Convection Effects in Protein Crystal 
Growth, Final Report. NAS8-36652. Roberts 
Associates, Inc. 
CR- 179369 November 1987 
AC Power System Breadboard Final Report. 
NAS8-36429. General Dynamics. 
N88-2809 1 
CR- 179370 August 1988 
Free Vibration of Rectangular Plates with a 
Small Initial Curvature. NASW-3458. 
National Research Council, Resident 
Research Associate. 
CR- 17937 1 July 1988 
Analytical Investigation of the Dynamics of 
Tethered Constellations in Earth Orbit (Phase 
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I I )  Quarterly RePOrt NO. 13. NASX-36606. 
Sin i thson ian I nst i t i i t  ion. 
CR- I79372 May 19. I987 
Advanced Planar Array Development for 
Space Station - Final Review, Final Oral 
Report. NASX-36419. Lockheed Missiles & 
Space c o .  
CR- I79373 June 1987 
Advanced Planar Array Development for 
Space Station - Final Report. NAS8-35419. 
Lockheed Missiles Rr Space Co. 
CR- I79374 May 1987 
Interchangeable End Effector Tools Utilized 
on the Prototlight Manipulator Arm, Final 
Report. NAS8-36307. SRS Technologies. 
C R -  I79375 September 1987 
Carbon Deposition Model for Oxygen- 
Hydrocarbon Combustion, Interim Final 
Report, Volume 1. NAS8-347 15. Aerojet 
Techsystems Co. N88-27254 
CR- I79376 September 1987 
Carbon Deposition Model for Oxygen- 
Hydrocarbon Combustion, Interim Final 
Report, Volume 11. NAS8-347 15. Aerojet 
Techsystems Co. N88-27255 
CR- 179377 July 1988 
Final Report on the Cooperative VAS 
Program with the Marshall Space Flight Cen- 
ter, July 1982 to December 1987. NAS8- 
34732. University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
CR- 179378 July 26, 1988 
An Inertial Velocity Reference for the NASA 
Airborne Doppler Lidar - Final Report. 
NAS8-34685. Desert Research Institute, 
University of Nevada. 
CR- 179379 July 3 I ,  1987 
An Extreme Temperature, Ultraclean Radiant 
Furnace, Final Report on Phase I .  NAS8- 
37325. Princeton Scientific Enterprises, Inc. 
CR- I79380 September 14, I987 
An  Efficient 3D Navier-Stokes Analysis for 
Evaluation of Hypersonic Vehicles. NAS8- 
37303. Amtec Engineering, Inc. 
CR- I7938 1 August 1987 
TitaniuniiWater Capillary Pumped Loop for 
Manned Environments, Phase 1. Final 
Report. NAS8-373 19. Thermacore, Inc. 
CR- I79382 October 1987 
Diagnostic Development for the Characteri- 
zation of Liquid Fuel Rocket Engine Injector 
At om i za t i on . N AS 8 - 3 7 3 2 3 . Aero metric s , 
Inc. 
CR- 179383 September 1987 
Thrust Vector Control Using Movable Struts, 
Final Report. NAS8-37322. Applied Techno- 
logy Associates. 
CR- I79384 September4. 1987 
Advanced Heat Pipe Body-Mounted 
Radiators, Phase I Final Report. NAS8- 
373 18. Thermacore, Inc. 
CR- 179385 September 8. I987 
Development of a Three Dimensional Vision 
Algorithm for Direct Transformation from 
Image Space to Robot Joint Space, Final 
Report. NAS8-37307. Advanced Control 
Technologies, Inc. 
CR- 179386 August 28, 1987 
Electrochemical Modulation of Thermal 
Conductivity, Final Report. NAS8-373 IS. 
Cape Cod Research, Inc. 
CR- 179387 August 15, 1987 
Phase I Final Report, Controllable Emittance 
Coating. NAS8-373 16. Energy Science 
Laboratories. Inc. 
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CR- I79388 July 1987 CR- 179393 August 25 ,  1988 
Portable Low Temperature Cooler for Space Space Station Integrated Propulsion and Fluid 
Station, Final Report. NAS8-373 17. SRS Systems Study. NAS8-36438. Martin 
Tech n o  I og i e s . Marietta Denver Aerospace. 
CR- I79389 August I988 CR- 179393 August 1987 
An Improvement in the Numerical Integra- Space U 1 tra- Vac u mi Research Fac i 1 i t  y 
tion Procedure Used in the NASA Marshall (SURF) Proof of Concept Definition Study. 
En g i nee r i ng Thermosphere Mode 1 . N AS 8 - Final Study Report. Volume I I .  NAS8- 
36639. Universities Space Research Associa- 36636. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Co. 
t ion .  
CR- I79395 September 23. 1987 
CR- I79390 August 1988 PROM IS (Procurement Management Infor- 
CK 
N 11 iiie rical Analysis 01' Laminar ;i tic1 Turbu- 
lent Incompressible Flows Using the Finite 
E I e nic n t " FI 11 id 11 y na 111 i cs Ana I y s i s Pack age 
(FIDAI')". NASX-359 18. Universities Space 
Research Association. 
I 7930 I Ju ly  19. Ic)8X 
A Coiiil"itei.-Aidect Aplmxich to Nonlinear 
Con I 1-01 S y n t he s i s . N AS 8-30? 23. The 
University 01' Texas ; i t  Austin. 
NXX-28673 
mation System) Final Report. NAS8-35928. 
OAO Corporation. 
CR- 179396 March I ,  1988 
Space Transportation Main Engine Reduced- 
Cost Configuration Study. NAS8-36868. 
United Technologies Pratt & Whitney. 
CR- I79397 July 1988 
S pace Tra n s porta t io ti Booster E ng i ne Con - 
I'iguration Study - Design Definition Docu- 
IileIit (Update) (DR-8). NAS8-36855. 
CK- I70392 Noveniher I 9 X 6  
'lcthcr Applications. Interim Report. NASX- 
3583.5, Control I>ynamics Co. 
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Distribution 01‘ losotopic Ozone and Water 
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Wind\ Aloft Stati\tical Analy\i\ in Support 
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Union  College, Kissimmee, Florida, 
February 1-4, 1988. 
AVRETT, E. H .  ESS2 
FONTENLA, J .  M .  
Hydrogen Ionization and Energy Balance in 
the Solar Transition Region. For presenta- 
t i o n  at the 172nd Meeting of the American 
Astronomical Society, Kansas City, Mis- 
souri, June 5-9, 1988. 
BACCHUS, DAVID L. ED33 
Circumferential Flow Analysis at the Aft 
Field Joint of the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket 
Motor. For presentation at the AIAA Joint 
Propulsion Conference, Boston, 
Massachusetts, July 11-14, 1988. 
BAGGETT, RANDY M.  EB12 
MILLER, JIMMY L. 
LEISGANG, TOM (LMSC) 
Hubble Space Telescope Electrical Power 
System Model. For presentation at the 
IECES’88, Denver, Colorado, July 3 I -  
August 5 .  1988. 
BENTON. E. V. ES62 
PARNELL, T.  A. 
Space Radiation Dosimetry o n  U . S .  and 
Soviet Manned Missions. For publication in 
Terrestrial Space Radiation and Its Biologi- 
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cal EITect s , D . Rcide I Publishing Company. 
Dordrecht . Netherlands. 
BERTERO, G .  A .  ES74 
HOFMEISTER. W. H .  
BAYUZICK. R .  J .  
ROBINSON. M. B. 
S p I ;I t Q lie n c h i ng o f U nde rc oo I ed N b- Based 
Alloys o f  Near-Eutectic Composition. For 
presentation at the 1988 ASM Materials 
Week International Materials Congress, 
Chicago. Illinois. September 26-30, 1988. 
BHAT, BILIYAR N .  EH23 
Cryozenic Turbopump Bearing Materials. 
For presentation at the AGARD 72nd-A 
Specialists Meeting on Application of 
Advanced Material for Turbomachinery and 
Rocket Propulsion, Bath, LJnited Kingdon, 
October 3-5, 1988. 
BILBRO, JAMES W. EB23 
The Laser Atmospheric Wind Sounder 
(LAWS). For presentation at the 14th 
International Laser Radar Conference, 
Innichen-San Candido, Italy, June 20-24, 
1988. 
BILBRO, JAMES W. EB23 
Optimization of the NASA/MSFC Lidar. For 
presentation at the Fundamental Limits of 
Coherent Lidar, Broadway Worcestershire, 
England, December IS- 1 8, 1987. 
BLACKWELL, DOUGLAS EPSS 
Statistical Correlations Between Burn Rate 
and Other Variables in Shuttle SRM Propel- 
lant. For presentation at the Third Annual 
AIAA (Solid Rocket Technical Cotnniittee) 
SRTC Lecture Series, Reno, Nevada, Jan- 
uary 13-14. 1988. 
BLAKESLEE, RICHARD J .  ED43 
EIectrical Measurements over Active Thun-  
derstorms. For presentation at the 8th 
International Conference on Atmospheric 
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Electricity. Uppsula. Sweclen. June 13- 16. 
1988. 
BLAKESLEE, RICHARD J .  ED43 
Cloud Top Lightning Spectra in the Visible 
and Near-Infrared. For presentation at the 
8th International Conl.erence o n  Atiiio- 
spheric Electricity, Uppsala, Sweden, June  
13-16, 1988. 
BROOM, M. B. ES76 
WITHEROW, W.  K .  
SNYDER, R. S .  
CARTER, D. C. 
Preliminary Observations of' the Effect o f  
Solutal Convection o n  Crystal Morphology. 
For publication in the Journal of  Crystal 
Growth, The Netherlands. 
B R O W N ,  N O R M A N S .  PD22 
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle (OMV) 
Remote Servicing Ki t .  For presentation at 
the Space and Military Applications of  
Automation and Robotics, Huntsvi I le, 
Alabama. June 21-23, 1988. 
BURNS, ROWLAND E. EL23 
Forbidden Tangential Orbit Transfirs 
Between Intersecting Keplerian Orbits. For 
pub I i cat i o n  in Act a Astronaut ica , El m s  ford, 
New York. 
BUTLER, JOHN M., J R .  PS04 
Common Technology and Systems for 
Manned Lunar and Mars Systems. For 
presentation at the Lunar Bases and Space 
Activities o f  the 2 I st Century Syniposium, 
Houston, Texas, April 5-7, 1988. 
CAHILL, L. J . ,  JR. ESS3 
WAITE, J. H.. J R .  
et al. 
Toroidal Standing Waves Excited by a Storm 
Sudden Commencement: DE: Observations. 
For publication in the Journal of  Geophysical 
Research, Washington, D.C. 
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CAMPINS. HUMBERTO ES63 
LIEN, D. J. 
DECHER. R .  
TELESCO. C. M .  
CLIFTON, K .  S .  
Int'rarecl Imaging o f  the Coma o f  Comet Wil- 
son. For publication i n  Icarus. Itaca, New 
York. 
CAKLSON. CATHERINE ED44 
A Caw Study Using Kinematic Quantities 
Derived I'rom ;I Triangle 01' Doppler Wind 
Prol'ilcrs. For publication i n  Journal ot' 
Atiiiosphcric and Oceanic Technology. 
B 011 I tlc r~ co I orad 0 .  
C A K LS ON, CAT H E R I N E ED44 
A Case Study Using Kinciiiatic Quatititit's 
I'rom ;I 'I'riiiiiglc 01' VHF I>oppler Wind 
l'rol~ilcrs. For presentation at the Lower 
I roposplicric l'rolilitig: Needs and 'I'cch- 
nologics. Boulcler. Coloriido. May 3 I -June 
3. I088. 
r -  
CAKK ASQU I LLO. K O B Y  N EL84 
WAGNEK. KO13 Lilk Systems Inc. 
EDWAIIDS. J I M  Boc i ng Aerospace 
HOLMES. KOY 
Marurily 01' rhc I3osch CO. Kcduction 'Tech- 
nology 101- S p i c e  Stiition Application. For 
prescnr;irion ~ I I  the Intcrsocicty Conli,rcnce 
on ~~i iv i t -on i i i cn ta l  Systems (ICES). Sat1 
Fraticisco. Ciililimiia. July I I - 13, 19x8. 
CAK'IEK, JAMES A .  ED35 
Chxictcristics 01' Air  Heater md Blowdown 
Facility 101- Turbine 'Test Equipment. For 
presentation at the 69th Semi-Annual Meet- 
ing 01' Supersonic Tunnel Association, Los 
Angclcs. Calil'ornia. May 23-24. 1988. 
CHAf'PELL. CHARLES R .  DSO I 
The 'I'errestriul Plasma Source - A New 
Pcr4pective in Solar Terrestriul Processes 
fro ti1 D y n ;I 111 i c 5 Ex p I ore r . For pub 1 i c ;I t i on i n 
Review of Geophysics and Space Physics, 
Washington. D . C . 
CHAPPELL. CHARLES R. DSO I 
Markets and Products Session - Science 
Projects Overview. For presentation at 
TABES. Huntsville. Alabama, May 10-1 I ,  
1988. 
CHEN. C. P. ED42 
SCHAFER. C. F. 
3D Numerical Analysis o f  SSME Internal 
Flows. For presentation at the AlAA 27th 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting. Reno, 
Nevada. JatiLtary 8- 12. 1989. 
CHENG. A .  F. ES53 
WAI'TE. J .  H.. J R .  
Corotation Lag o f  Saturn's Magnetosphere: 
G I o ba I Re - 
Visited. For publication in Journal of 
Geophysical Research. 
I o nos phe r i c Conduct i v i t  i e s 
CHOU. L Y N N  C.  ED32 
Viscous Nozzle Flowfields for High and 
Low Reynolds Numbers. For presentation at 
f'ARC Code User Workshop, Tullahollla, 
Tcnnt'ssee. August 22. 1988. 
CHOU. SHIH-HUNG ED42 
LOESCH. ARTHUR I,. (NRQ 
Efl.ect o f  Topography o n  Supercritical 
Baroclinic Disturbances. For presentation at 
the Palmen Memorial Symposium, Helsinki, 
Finland. August 29-September 2, 1988. 
CHRISTIAN. HUGH J . ,  JR.  ED43 
The Lightning Mapper Sensor (LMS). For 
presentation at the 8th International Confer- 
ence on Atmospheric Electricity, Uppsala, 
Sweden. June 13-16. 1988. 
CHRISTIAN, HUGH J . ,  JR. ED43 
Optical Observations ot' Lightning from ;I U- 
2 Aircral't. For presentation a t  the 8th 
I t i  te rn at i on ;I I Con fe re nce o t i  Atmospheric 
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Electricity, Uppsala, Sweden, June 13- 16, 
1988. 
CHRISTIAN, HUGH J. ,  JR. ED43 
The Detection and Location of Lightning 
from Geostationary Orbit. For presentation 
at the Third Conference on Satellite 
Meteorology and Oceanography, Anaheim, 
California, January 3 I-February 5 ,  1988. 
CHRISTIAN, HUGH J . ,  J R .  ED43 
The Atlas Centaur-67 Incident. For presenta- 
tion at the 26th Aerospace Sciences Meeting, 
Reno, Nevada, January 11-14, 1988. ' CLARK, KEITH H .  EB24 
Omni-Con - The Self-Aligning Space Con- 
nector. For presentation at the Space and 
Military Applications of Automation and 
Robotics Con fe re nce , Hit n t sv i I le, A I a bama , 
June 21-22, 1988. 
HARMAN,  H A R L A N  S .  
COATES, KEITH EES I 
DAVIS, MOODY 
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Motor Testing 
tor Return to Flight. For presentation at the 
1 I th  Aerospace Testing Seminar, Manhattan 
Beach, California, October I I - 13, 1988. 
COATES. K .  D. EES 1 
SMITH, J. D. 
ALDRIDGE, L. L. (Martin Marietta) 
HEIDEMANN, W. B.  
LANGHENRY, M .  T .  
MURPHY, J .  M. 
U.S. Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster - 
Return to Flight. For presentation at the 38th 
International Astronautical Conference, 
Brighton, England, October I I - 16, 1987. 
COBB, S .  D. ES7S 
SZOFRAN, F. R. 
LECHOZKY, S.  L. 
Growth Rate Dependence of the Radial Seg- 
regation in Directionally Solidil'ied Hq Cd 
Te Alloys. For presentation at the AACCi 
West Tenth Conference on Crystal Growth. 
Stanfixd Sierra Camp, Fallen Leaf Lake, 
California, June 7-10, 1988. 
COLEMAN, SANDRA C.  SA43 
BATSON, ROBERT G.  
Federal Incentive\ for Indu\trial Moclerni/a- 
tion: Himrical Review and Future Opportu- 
nitie4. For publication in Engineering 
Econom i \ t  . 
COMFORT, R .  H .  ESS3 
STONE, N .  H .  
et al. 
Spacecraft Potential EI'l'ect4 on Mea\- 
urements ot' Ion Depletion in the Withe. For 
presentation at the 19x8 Fall Meeting, 
American Ceophy\ical U n i o n ,  San 
Franciwo, Calil'ornia, December S - 9 .  19x8. 
COMFORT, R .  H. ESS3 
CRAVEN, P. D. 
et at. 
S pacecra I't Pot en t i ;I I De penclence on t'l ;ism ;I 
Density I'rom GEOS-2 iund DE- I Meas- 
urements. For presentation at the I 9 X X  
Spring Meeting Artierican Geophysicitl 
U n i o n ,  Baltintore, Maryland. May 16-20. 
1988. 
COSTA, A. ESS3 
FONTENLA, J .  M .  
RINGUELET, A .  E. 
Oscillations in Stellar Atmospheres. For 
publication in Astrophysics Letters, Great 
Britain. 
CROFT, F. M A X  AT0 I 
LE DB ETTE R , W 1 LLI A M N . 
Project Management and I mplementatioti. 
For presentation at the First International 
Conference o n  Technology Manugeinent, 
University o f  Miami, Miami, Florida, 
February 17- 19. 1988. 
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CURRERI. P. A .  ES74 
STEFANESCU, D. M .  
Low - G rav i t y Effects Du r i ng So I id i fi ca t i on . 
For publication in ASM International, 
Metals Park, Ohio. 
CURRERI, P. A .  ES73 
LEE, J .  E. 
STEFANESCU, D. M. 
Dendritic Solidification of Alloys in Low 
Gravity. For presentation at the 117th TMS 
Annual Meeting, Phoenix, Arizona, January 
25-29, 1988. 
CURRERI, P. A.  ES74 
LARSON, D. J. 
STEFANESCU, D. M .  
Inl'liience of Convection on Eutectic 
Morphology. For presentation at the 1987 
TMS Fall Meeting, Cincinnati, Ohio, 
October I O -  16, 1987. 
DABBS, JOSEPH R .  PS02 
DAVIS, BILLY 
DAVIS, JOHN 
The X-ray Large Array I I ,  Implementation. 
For presentation at the AIAA 26th 
Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, 
Nevada. January 14, 1988. 
DAVIS, J .  M .  ESS2 
WEISSKOPF, M. C. 
HUDSON, H. S. 
HURFORD. G. J .  
A n  Instrument for High Angular Resolution, 
Hard X-Ray Observations of the Galactic 
Center. For presentation at the American 
Astronomical Society Solar Physics Division 
Meeting and M A X  '9 I Workshop, Kansas 
City. Missouri, June 5-10, 1988. 
DEATON, ALVA W. EL23 
UPADHYAY, TRIVENI 
RHODEHAMEL. HARLEY 
Feasibility o f  Using GPS Measurements lbr 
OMV Attitude Update. For presentation at 
the National Technical Meeting, Institute o f  
Navigation, Santa Barbara, Calilhrnia, Jan- 
uary 26-28, 1988. 
DEATON, ALVA W. EL23 
UPADHYAY, TRIVENI, N .  
RHODEHAMEL, HARLEY 
Comparison of GPS Attitude Determination 
Techniques for Spacecraft. For presentation 
at the 1 I t h  Annual AAS Guidance and Con- 
trol Conference, American Astronautical 
Society, Keystone, Colorado, January 30- 
February 3, 1988. 
DECHER, R. ES6 I 
TELESCO, C.  M. 
GOLISCH, W. F. 
CAMPINS, H. 
Comet P/Tempel 2. For publication in 
Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams, 
International A st ronom ical Union, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, April 1988. 
DECHER, R .  ES6 1 
TELESCO, C. M .  
SISK, C.  
CAMPINS, H .  
Comet Wilson (19861). For publication in 
the International Astronomical Union, 
Central Bureau of Astronomical Telegrams, 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts. 
DeJONG, F. ED32 
SABNIS, J. 
McCONNAUGHEY, P. 
Application of a Combined Eulerian- 
Lagrangian Two-Phase Flow Analysis to the 
Calculation of SSME HPOTP Nozzle Plug 
Trajectories. For presentation at the AIAA 
27th Aerospace Science Meeting, Reno, 
Nevada, January 9, 1989. 
DELCOURT. D. C.  
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A Th r w  - D i mens ion ;i I N 11 iiie r i c ;I I Mode I o f 
Ionospheric Plasma in the Magnetosphere. 
For publication in the Journal o'f Geophysical 
Re seiirc h . W ;is h i ng t o n .  D . C . 
DELCOURT, D. C. ESS3 
MOORE, T. E. 
et al .  
A Three-Dimensic;nal Numerical Model of 
Ionospheric Plasma in the Magnetosphere. 
For presentation at the 1988 Fall Meeting 
American Geophysical Union, San 
Francisco, California, December 5-9, 1988. 
DELCOURT, D. C. ESS3 
MOORE, T.  E. 
et al. 
Polar Wind Ion Bands After Neutral Sheet 
Acceleration. For publication in the Journal 
Geophysical Research, Washington, D. C . 
DELCOURT, D. C .  ESS I 
HORWITZ, J. L.  (NRC) 
SWINNEY, K .  R. WAS) 
Influence of  the IMF Orientation on Polar 
Cap Ion  Trajectories: Energy Gain and Drift 
Effects. For publication in the Journal of 
Geophysical Research, Washington, D .C. 
DERRICKSON, J.  H. ES62 
EBY, P. B. 
FOUNTAIN. W. F. 
PARNELL, T.  A. 
ROBERTS, F. E. 
WATTS, J.  W. ,  JR. 
et al. 
A Partial Calibration of the Direct Electron 
Pair Method to Measure the Energy of 
Heavy Cosmic Rays in the Relativistic Rise 
Region. For presentation at the American 
Physical Society, Baltimore, Maryland, 
April 18-21, 1988. 
DHINDAW, B. K. 
MOITRA, A. 
ES74 
STEFANESCU, D. M. 
CURRERI. P. A .  
D i recti o n  a I A I - N i /S i C 
Composites During Parabolic Trajectories. 
For publication in Metallurgical Trans- 
actions, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
So I id i fi c at i on of 
DHINDAW, B. K .  ES74 
STEFANESCU. D. M. 
SINGH, A. K. 
CURRERI, P. A. 
Solidification Behavior o f  Cu-Pb and Bi-Ga 
Monotectic Alloys During Ground and 
Parabolic Flight Processing. For publication 
in Metallurgical Transactions, Pittsburg, 
Pennsylvania. 
DOUGANI, H. ES5 1 
TORR, D. 
HARRISON, D. 
TORR, M. R. 
Ca + Emission in the Sunlit Ionosphere. For 
presentation at the 1988 Spring Meeting 
American Geophysical Union, Baltimore, 
Maryland, May 16-20, 1988. 
DUCAL-WHITEHEAD, NORMA R. EB12 
KAPUSTKA, ROBERT E. 
An Automated Dynamic Load for Power 
System Development. For presentation at the 
IECEC '88, Denver, Colorado, July 31- 
August 5 ,  1988. 




Gamma-Ray Lines Produced by Low Energy 
Cosmic Rays in SN1987A. For publication 
in the Astrophysical Journal, Chicago, 
Illinois. 
EBISUZAKI, TOSHIKAZU ES6S 
SHIBAZAKI, NORIAKI 
The Effects of Mixing in the Ejecta on the 
Hard X-ray Emission from SN1987A. For 
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publication in the American Astronomical 
Society, Washington, D.C. 
EBISUZAKI. TOSHIKAZU ES6S 
SHIBAZAKI, NORIAKI 
The Effects of Mixing of the Ejecta on the 
Hard X-ray Emissions from SN1987A. For 
publication in the Astrophysical Journal, 
Chicago, I I I i nois. 
EBY, P. B.  ES63 
Implications of General Covariance and the 
Con vet1 t iond i ty 01’ S i niu I tane ity for the Test - 
ing ol’ Special Relativity. For publication in 
the 1ntern:itionaI Journal o f  Theoretical 
Physics. Great Britain. 
ELSNEK. K.  F. ES65 
SHII3AZAKI. N .  
WEISSKOPF. M. C. 
QPO Shot Noise Models l iw  Power and 
C ross-S pcc t r;i . C loss-Corre 1 at ion Functions . 
and rll i ircl  Moments. For presentation at the 
Quasi - I’c r i od ic Osc i I I ;it ions i n Luminous 
Galactic X-Kay Sources. La Cienegn. New 
Mexico. Octobcr 2-7. IO88. 
ELSNEK. K. F. ES6S 
SHII3AZAKI. N .  
El3 IS UZA K I .  ‘I. 
WEISSKOI’F. M. C. 
I3USSAKI>. K .  W .  
S hot N o  i sc Cross- Corrtt I ;it ion F ti nc t ion s i d  
Sources. For presentation at the American 
Astronomical Society Solar Physics Division 
Meeting. Kansas City. Missouri. June 5- IO, 
1988. 
Cross-SpectrLI Ihr Models 01’ QPO X-ray 
ESKRIDGE. RICHARD H. EPSS 
Combustion Diagnostics Study of  Water 
V;ipor and Hydroxal. For presentation at the 
25th J ANN AF Coni bust ion Meeting , 
MSFC, October 24, 1988. 
Computer Model Simulation of the Space 
Shuttle Main Engine (SSME). For presenta- 
tion at the 1987 JANNAF Propulsion Meet- 
ing. San Diego, California, December 16, 
1987. 
FELLOWS, C .  W. ES63 
THEODUOULOU. I. E. 
WU, M. K. 
PETERS. P. N .  
SISK, R.  C. 
Fabrication o f  Y-BA-Cu-0 Thin Film Using 
RF-Sputtering. For presentation at the March 
Meeting o f  the American Physical Society, 
New Orleans, Lousiana, March 2 1-2.5, 
1988. 
FENNELLY. J .  A. ESS5 
TORR, D. G .  
TORR. M .  R. 
OH A28-X27~ (0.0) Band Rotational Line 
Emission Rate Factors. For publication in 
the Journal o f  Geophysical Research, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 
FERNANDEZ, KEN R. EB44 
COOK. GEORGE E. 
A Generalized Method for Automatic Down- 
hand and Wirefed Control of a Welding 
Robot and Positioner. For presentation at the 
Space and Military Applications of Automa- 
tion and Robotics Conference, Huntsville, 
AL. June 21-22. 1988. 
FICHTL, GEORGE H. ED4 1 
HILL. C. K .  
VAUGHAN, 0. H. 
SL-3 Mission and Typical Results. For 
presentation at the International Symposium 
for Promoting Applications and Capabilities 
o f  the Space Environment, Tokyo, Japan, 
October 12- 15. 1987. 
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On-Orbit Utilization of the External Tank. 
For presentation at A Symposium on Space 
Commercialization: Roles of Developing 
Countries, Nashville, Tennessee, March 5-  
IO ,  1989. 
FISHMAN, G.  J. ES62 
PACIESAS, W. S .  
GREGORY, J .  C. 
Gamma Radiation Background Meas- 
urements from Spacelab 2. For presentation 
at the Conference on the High Energy Radia- 
tion Background in Space, Sanibel Island, 
Florida, November 3-5, 1987, and tor pub- 
lication in the Proceedings. 
FISHMAN, G. J. ES62 
MEEGAN, C. A. 
WILSON, R. B. 
PACIESAS, W. S.  
SANDIE, W. G.  
Balloon-Borne X-Ray and Gamma Ray 
Observations of SN 1 987A with Large Area 
Scintillation Detectors. For presentation at 
the Fourth George Mason Fall Workshop in 
Astrophysics, Fairfax, Virginia, October 12- 
14, 1987. 
FISHMAN, G. J. 
INAN, U. S.  
ES62 
Observation of an Ionospheric Disturbance 
Caused by a Gamma-Ray Burst. For publica- 
tion in Nature, Washington, D.C. 
FONTENLA, J .  M. ES52 
FONTAN, C. FERRO 
ROVIRA, M .  
Radiation and Particle Transport 11. Partially 
Ionized Hydrogen. For publication in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Great Britain. 
FONTENLA, J .  M. ESS2 
Radiation and Particle Transport 1. Partial 
NLTE Formulation. For publication in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Great Britain. 
FONTENLA, J .  M. ESS2 
TANDBERG-HANSSEN, E. 
REICHMANN, E. 
FILIPOWSKI, S.  
Compact U V  Events Observed in Active 
Regions. For publications in the Astrophysi- 
cal Journal, Chicago, Illinois. 
FONTENLA, J .  M .  ESS2 
Arches Showing U V  Flaring Activity. For 
presentation at the American Astronomical 
Society Max '91 Workshop, Kansas City, 
Missouri, June 9-10, 1988. 
FONTENLA. J. M . ESS2 
MOORE, R .  L. 
Photospheric Radiative Pumping ol' the Solar 
Global p-Mode Oscillations. For presentu- 
tion at the AAS Solar Physics Division 
Meeting and M A X  '9 I Workshop, Kansas 
City, Missouri, J u n e  510.  1088. 
FONTENLA, J .  M .  ESS2 
REICHMANN, E. J .  
TANDBEKG-HANSSEN, E. 
The Lya Line in Various Solar Features. I .  
0 bse rvat i on s . Fc ) r p u b I i C;I t i ( ) n i n A s t I'( p h y s i - 
ca I J o u rn a I S u pp I e me n t s , C h i c ago, I I I i no i s . 
FOWLIS, W. W .  ES76 
KORNFELD, I). M .  
ROBERTS, G .  0. 
Particle Orbits in a Rotating Liquid. For pub- 
lication in the Journal ol' Fluid Mechanics, 
Cambridge, England. 
FRAZIER, D. 0. € 3 7 5  
FACEMIRE, B .  R .  
Non-Ideality Near the Monotectic Composi- 
tion of a Miscibility Gap System: Succino- 
nitrile-Water. For presentation at the 
Alabama Materials Research Conlerence, 
Auburn, Alabama, October 12, 1988. 
FRAZIER, D. 0. ES75 
FACEMIRE, B. R. 
Non-Ideality Near the Monotectic Composi- 
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tion o f  a Miscibility Gap Type System: 
S ucc i n o n  i t r i le- Wat er . For pub I ica t ion i n 
Metallurgical Transactions, Pittsburg, 
Pe n n s y I van i a. 
FREEMAN, MICHAELS. EL72 
HSTDEK: Developing a Methodology for 
Construction of Large-Scale, Multi-Use 
Knowledge Bases. For presentation at the 
Third Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
for Space Applications, Huntsville, 
Alabama, November 2-3, 1987. 
FRY, CYNTHIA C.  KA8 I 
Sociological Aspects of Long-Duration 
Manned Spaceflight. For presentation at the 
AIAA Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia, 
September 7-9, 1988. 
GALLAGHER, D. L. ESO 1 
CRAVEN, P. D. 
A New Empirical Model of the Earth's Inner 
Magnetosphere : Density , Temperature, 
Flow Velocity, and Composition. For 
presentation at the Workshop on Magneto- 
sphere/lonosphere Plasma Models, Gun- 
tersville, Alabama, October 13-1 5 ,  1986, 
and tor publication in the Proceedings. 
GALLOWAY, WILLIAM E. FA75 
Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle Support to the 
Space Station. For presentation at the 25th 
Space Congress Cape Canaveral Council of 
Technical Society, Cocoa Beach, Florida, 
April 26-29, 1988. 
GARY, G. ALLEN ES52 
WU, S .  T. 
Numerical Techniques for Modeling of Mag- 
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Magnetic Propulsion 01' Coronal Mass Ejec- 
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Applications of the Meissner Effect. For 
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Transverse Ion Energization and Low Fre- 
quency Plasma Waves in the Mid-Altitude 
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Systcnis. For publication in The Interna- 
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A Generalized Version of the Ideal State 
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Recent Observations of Solar Microflares. 
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The Thethered Satellite System: Electro- 
dynamics Experiment Project. For presenta- 
tion at the AIAA 26th Aerospace Sciences, 
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WITHEROW, W. K. 
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Solution Flow About Growing Ly\o/yme 
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PUSEY, MARC L. 6 7 6  
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Filled Proportional Counters. For publica- 
tion in Nuclear Instruments and Methods in 
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The Effects of Contamination on Gaseous X- 
ray Detectors. For publication in Nuclear 
Instruments and Methods in Physics 
Research - A ,  Amsterdam, Holland. 
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Plasma Perturbations Produced by the 
Interaction Between the Shuttle Orbiter and 
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TURNER, L. D. 
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SNYDER, R .  S.  
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Electrohydrodynamic Distortion of Sample 
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sis. For publication in the Journal of Colloid 
and Interface Science, Potsdam, New York. 
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RICHMOND, ROBERT J .  ER2 1 
CSTl Propulsion Research and Technology 
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for Future NASA Missions AIAA/OAST 
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